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HR Management Challenges of Indian IT Sector:

An Application of the Viable Systems Model

Introduction

India has branded itself as one of the favorite destinations for application

development outsourcing, owing to a combination of lower cost and high quality

information technology (IT) skills. The country has been playing a major role in the

global market and has harnessed the benefits of the globalization opportunities.  IT

and business services have accelerated India’s share of global output and trade,

reducing the income gap with advanced economies.

India’s IT industry share (including hardware) in the global market stands at seven

per cent. Of this IT segment share is four per cent, while in the ITeS space the share

is two per cent. India’s IT and BPO sector exports are expected to grow by 12-14

per cent in 2013-14 and touch US$ 84-87 billion, according to Nasscom (2012).

Despite the rosy picture, there are challenges this Industry is going through in

India. Most of them pertain to the needs to be addressed by the HR management.

The issues are distinct to this manpower intensive Industry

This paper presents the challenges faced by the HR organization in tackling issues

which effect performance of IT professional in this Industry. Organizational

capabilities and human capital have a large impact on output, at least in the Indian

software industry (De and Dutta, 2007). Human resources are the key to success of

this knowledge intensive organization. Therefore it is imperative to view this function

in relation to the rest of the organization and the environment, which is from a

systemic perspective. Stafford Beer’s, Viable System Model (VSM) provides a platform

for such analysis. The paper analyses the capabilities expected by HR management

by applying principles of VSM in the complex IT Industry environment.

* Senior Scientist, Tata Consultancy Services, Hyderabad. (supriya.kummamuru
@tcs.com)
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Challenges faced by HR management in Indian IT context

Characteristics of the Indian IT Industry

Internationalization and migration associated challenges

Globalization has made Indian IT distinct from other industries in terms of network

externalities, diaspora effects, skill and knowledge spillovers, and repeat migration

effects. Temporary mobility has been an important characteristic of the industry

(Commander, 2008). Indian Software industry has resulted in internationalization

of economic activity growth in capital flows and labour across borders. Although

there was evidence of some wage pressure at the height of the IT boom, this has

been subsequently abated. This is partly due to the industry downturn in developed

countries, and also due to outward shifts in the domestic skilled labour (OECD,

2012). The US has always been India’s largest trade partner, source of foreign money

investment, and external job opportunities. Any downfall or slowdown of the US

economy is likely to hurt India.

Resource demand supply gap

Based on the trends witnessed in productivity and the likely growth potential of

the IT and ITeS industry, it is expected that the industry would directly employ

about 7.5 million persons by 2022 (IT-ITEs Sector Skill Council, NASSCOM). The

country produced 1.6 million professionals during the past 15 years and has a huge

task to produce another 0.8 million workforce in the next two years.

Changing cost and quality of manpower

India has branded itself as one of the favourite destinations for application

development outsourcing, owing to a great combination of lower cost and high

quality IT products. IT business has now become expensive due to rapid increase in

manpower cost. Currently there is a challenge of ‘employable resources’. The

changing technology calls knowledge workers to be on a continuous learning curve,

combined with knowledge of the domain.

Ageing problem

Ageing is a growing concern in the Indian IT Services. The very people who created

wealth for this Industry now face obsolescence threat. Professionals move from

‘technical’ to ‘management’ roles over time. This makes it difficult for the IT

companies to find right roles for the aging professionals as there are not many

managerial roles in a pyramidal organization structure. Combined with this

companies try to improve the bottom line through employment of young professionals

who cost less for routine technical roles. Importantly studies have commented

upon the ageist nature of software work. As it is found in research, when software

workers get beyond the age of 40, they find it increasingly difficult to find new
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employment. Regardless of skill sets, they are more dependent on their organisation

to maintain employment in the industry (Marks and Scholarios, 2007).

Management and technical skills

IT sector managers must possess a combination of specific technology competencies

and soft skills to manage employees. In line with global IT companies, many Indian

software organizations have created a bifurcated career path for technical and

managerial streams. This is done to ensure that software professionals are not

pushed against their will in to general management positions. This gap is filled by

recruiting business graduates who have both information systems and business

knowledge. The software professionals, while on the one hand, welcome the creation

of a bifurcated career paths on the other, feel left out of influential positions

within the company.

The IT - HR management challenge

Challenges facing IT Industry are mostly those which need to be addressed by the

HR team. The complexities in the IT environment influence the HR management

heavily, unlike in other Industries. Challenges emanate right from IT personnel

sourcing. According to multiple estimates India trains around 1.5 million engineers.

However, two key industries hiring these engineers - information technology and

manufacturing - are actually taking fewer of these than before (Commander et al,

2008).

In software services, qualified and experienced professionals are most valuable

resource. The pace of change in this field is rapid, and it is imperative to inculcate

an attitude of lifelong learning through a professional career. It is therefore not

enough that the educational infrastructure of the country provides the base on

which the industry is built. In fact, this base has to be rebuilt several times over

during professional careers of software engineers. Training institutions outside the

educational establishment and in-house facilitation of training are an absolute

necessity. Furthermore, besides training, tutoring, mentoring and coaching on the

job by peers is essential to bootstrap the technical capability and maturity of the

workforce (Agrawal, 2004).

The other challenge faced by the IT professionals is the work demands invading

social space. In the IT services Industry, individuals work for long hours and

experience high-levels of stress which leads to encroachment of professional space

into social space (Chaturvedi and Sachitanand, 2013).

According to Drucker (1999) six major factors determine knowledge-worker

productivity - defining the task, continuous innovation, continuous learning and

teaching, knowledge-worker productivity, treating them as “assets” rather than
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‘cost’. In the world of IT services it is difficult to determine the contribution of

each individual to success of the project. Teamwork results in success, but there

are often difficulties because knowledge workers prefer to work by themselves.

They would like to preserve their expertise to create a niche for themselves in the

organization and in their teams.

A study by Agrawal and Thite (2003) found that lack of effective teamwork in Indian

software service organizations has its roots in the HR philosophy and processes,

particularly in selection, training and remuneration management. At the time of

selection and recruitment of software professionals, organizations tend to test and

value technical skills much more than soft skills. Considering the rate of technological

obsolescence in the industry, it is important that the selection process need to

emphasize learning orientation than specific technical knowledge.

Given the size and spread of teams and the variety of roles involved in success of a

project it becomes difficult to judge individuals fairly. Ineffective performance

appraisal and force fitting them into a business curve result in voluntary attrition.

This period is also a trying time for the HR team in dealing with a variety of issues

and amicably trying to resolve them.

IT has another distinct challenge. Unlike other service Industries, given the mobility

and migration associated with this Industry, there is a problem of people leaving

the organization without adequate notice. Sometimes they leave organizations

without informing, affecting project schedules, quality of work and company

reputation with the client. Lay off in times of crisis is another aspect, which also

influences the morale of the manpower.

All these are challenges which management has to deal with. Lack of design to

handle issues reflects poorly on HR management. Table 1 outlines the challenges

emanating from the environment which influence the HR value chain from

recruitment to separation.
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Table 1 : Environmental challenges influencing HR

HR value chain Environmental complexity HR challenge

Recruitment • Variation in education and • Recruiting in large numbers

training facilities in • Recruiting the best

the country • Quality and concerns of

• Pool of computer science employability

graduates • Constraints in terms of wage

• Large pool and a mix of policies

engineering graduates • Offer to join ratio

• Several competing firms for • Lack of robust selection

the same resources. process

• Validity of credentials of

experienced professionals

Training • Inadequate engineering • Large scale training

education programmes

• Recency of software • Quality of training due to

engineering discipline faculty shortage

• Fast changing technology • Hiring the right faculty

• Updating with the latest

technology needs

Deployment • Fluctuating demand for • Matching project requirements

IT services • Managing the unallocated

• Dependence on the US market resources

• Niche skill requirements • Shortage or high cost

• Leadership deficit resources

Mentoring and • Stressful work environment • Ways to minimize stress

career planning • Not well defined technical ladder • Satisfy conflicting employee

• Conflicting need for technical needs

career and management growth • Attrition and lay off issues

• Concern of ageing employee

Performance • Ambiguous work measurement • Difficulty in managing and

appraisal systems assessing large number of

• Large teams associates

• Bell curve used for rating • Appraised by managers who

performance of large teams are sometimes not their

• Project and team based nature of supervisors

software development work • Associates preferring to go

making performance rating into management stream

difficult • Normal curve approach leading

to attrition and

dissatisfaction

Attrition and • Fluctuating business demands in IT • Retaining talent in good times

layoff causing wage peaks and lows • Engaging talent productively

• Forced layoff during lean period in bleak times

• Resignations during boom period
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Viable Systems Model

The Viable Systems Model (VSM) has been used for the diagnosis and design of

organization structures. It was developed by Stafford Beer, a British theoretician.

He is best known for his work in the fields of operational research and management

cybernetics. Beer was dissatisfied with the traditional method of organization design

and wanted to look at organizations, which were ahead of time in their functions.

VSM sets out to explain how systems are viable – that are capable of independent

existence. Beer’s studies of the human form - muscles and organs and all the various

nervous systems - were the inspiration for the VSM. The analogy was how we ‘manage’

ourselves in response to a changing environment. A business system was modelled

using this concept.

Figure 1 shows the relationships and communications. The model is basically derived

from three basic components - environment, operations and management.

Operations represented by the circle have a boundary defined around the work it is

capable of performing. Management of those operations in the square implies those

with a clear scope. Management systems used is represented by a triangle. The

environment outside the business is in the amoeboid shape which signifies the size

and complexity of the external business. All these basic subsystems are linked by

communication channels. Functions, activities required in IT firms could be derived

within the framework of this model and activities that are the responsibility of HR

management.

In order for the whole system to maintain stability, the flow of information between

these is either amplified or attenuated, represented by the electrical symbols in

Figure 1. This is first level representation of the system. This basic model is further

represented as shown in Figure 2. The operations(circle) is called System 1, the

management system (the square) is further devolved into three subsystems namely

3, 4 and 5 to represent management at different levels for different purposes,

management systems is system 2. The context which it relates to in the bigger

environment is represented outside as the amoeboid.

Figure 1 : Basic systems of the VSM

Source: Christopher, William: System Science; A New Way to Structure and Manage the

Company, Holistic Management. John Wiley, 2007. p.10
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The basic model is represented as these five sub-systems essential for systems

viability. Each of the five sub-systems carries out certain activities/functions. These

cohere to form the total viable system. The sub-systems are organised together

using the principle of variety matching and principles of organization. The functions

associated with these five subsystems are explained in brief below. Besides this

there is an additional audit function to carry out spot checks, audits, etc .It is a

direct monitoring operation termed by Stafford Beer as System 3* (Beer, 1985).

Figure 2 : Simplified VSM

Source: Christopher, William: System Science; A New Way to Structure and Manage the

Company, Holistic Management. John Wiley, 2007. p.10

The five subsystems of the model can be attributed to five functions in an

organisation. Following are the five subsystems and their associated functions.

S 1 - Implementation

S 2 - Co-ordination

S 3 - Control

S 4 - Intelligence

S 5 - Policy

S 1 – Implementation

S 1 refers to those units that are essentially profit centres of the organization. In

fact, they are viable systems in themselves, having all the five basic functions

required for viability.
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S 2 – Co-ordination

In an organisation with more than one S 1’s, there is a need to co-ordinate their

activities. In the absence of such a function, there would be duplication of activities,

non- uniformity of operations etc. This may cause ineffective operation of the

overall organisation.

S 3 – Control

S 3 surveys the total activity of the operational elements of the enterprise. S 3 is

aware of all that is going on inside the firm now. Because it has direct links with all

the managerial units and is also aware of the anti-oscillation of S 2. This control

function is responsible for the internal and immediate functions of the enterprise:

its here - and - now day to day management. That is whatever managerial functions

at the corporate level, that relate to continuous activity of firm’s operations are

system three functions.The purpose of S 3 is to integrate the work of S 1 units

without eroding their autonomy and getting the most out of them.

S 4 – Intelligence

S 4 is that part of senior management which deals with this external environment.

It is responsible for identifying activities which enable the system to adapt to the

future. This is the intelligence and control function that captures relevant

information about the total environment of the system in focus.

S 5 – Policy

S 5 essentially does the following:

Deals with strategic decisions and issues of management style absorbs variety which

is not absorbed by S 3 and S4 sets the agenda for S 3 and S 4 sets relevant criteria

for S 4 to scan the environment.

The purpose of the S 5 is what it does - while S1 (implementation) does, S 5 (policy)

thinks about it.

Application of VSM in the IT organization

Indian IT services organizations today exists in a complex and changing environment.

Their survival and viability is of utmost importance. It is observed that viable

organizations in this scenario exhibit systems which ensure this quality. This analysis

will present devolution of the Beer’s model to the context and elaborate on the

competencies required for HR organization within this framework.

Several studies have attributed lack of well-developed HR systems and processes

to the challenges faced in the Indian IT context (May, 2006). The approach here is

to view IT services organization as a viable system which requires five subsystems
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containing the basic building blocks and identify the components that could be

embedded in each of these subsystems.

Given that IT organizations are people intensive, many of the critical activities

within the five subsystems will pertain to the HR function. The responsibilities of

the HR team in an IT services organization include - recruitment, training,

deployment, performance appraisal, mentoring and separation process. HR in many

organizations seems as though both disconnected from the goals of the corporation

and insensitive to the emerging needs of a highly skilled IT workforce (Christopher,

2007). This may be the result of a systemic failure rather than the personal attributes

of the HR associates. Application of the model may help diagnose such concerns

conceptually. The following sections elaborates on the three fundamental blocks

namely, environment, operations and management in an IT services organization in

the Indian context. From this derives the competencies, which can be attributed to

the HR function and their placement in the viable system model.

Environment of the IT industry

Indian software industry had an unparalleled growth in the last three decades and

is expected to sustain this momentum in the foreseeable future. This growth has

been fuelled by the environment which includes the political, economic, social and

technological conditions. The Industry is heavily dependent on the North American

policies and economy, which makes it vulnerable to the changes there. Indian IT

has been an Industry bridging several time zones. While this has contributed to the

success and growth, it has also impacted the work life balance.

The environment here is the software industry in a developing country which must

evolve to survive and thrive. Different developing environments pose different

constraints and challenges. Lack of prior history of the industry in a developing

country context, and also non-availability of experiences from elsewhere are both

reasons for charting one’s own path. Broad aspects of the internal and external

environment affecting Indian IT Services are captured in Figure 3.

Figure 3 : Environmental factors influencing Indian IT organization
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Technical environment

There is a simplistic presumption that the software industry is all about deploying

technical skills with respect to software technologies to build software. This

presumption is fallacious. Software artifacts are the result of an engineering practice,

the core of which is engineering design based on analysis. Software is a non material

artifact that is formal, abstract and mathematical in its essence. Software

development is akin to an engineering industry practice. All those practices are

internal to the technicalities concerning software. The main purpose of the software

industry is to build applications. This cannot be done without clear, precise and

detailed knowledge of the application domains, which then are reflected in software.

Social and economic environment

IT and ITES industry currently employs about 2.2 million persons - close to two

percent of the population. By 2020, the sector is expected to create direct

employment of 10 million and indirect employment of about 40 million, touching

diverse sections of society. (IT-ITES Sector skills council, NASSCOM). It has also

enjoyed tax breaks to induce growth is some states of India. The Industry has

influenced the social fabric of the country dramatically. The non linear growth had

resulted in economic benefits to a large section, but the work pressure and the

demands of the industry eat into personal lives (Schafer, 2005).

Operations in a software services organization

Operations represents the core unit of a viable system. This is where products or

services of the organization are built. In the context of a software services

organization it includes activities relating to development of software. The activities

range from understanding requirements to development and testing function. It

includes the employees in the role of presales, sales, marketing, software engineer,

architect, project lead, project manager, programme manager, group lead etc.

This does not include senior management like the unit head, COO or CEO. The

operations of an organization can be split into several S 1s. In the IT services it

could be marketing, sales, delivery unit etc.  It could also be sliced into one based

on vertical service offerings (e.g. banking, retail) or a technological offering like

SAP, oracle or ERP based division.

The role of project managers here represents the management at the operations

level. The overall system can have an operations manager to ensure optimization

of resources. This includes the manpower allocation, given the challenge of having

adequate competent staff on how best to meet organizational obligation by having

a big picture view of all the operations. This is a challenge of software service

industry and this is also a key responsibility of HR management. There seems to be
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a gap in term of this as there no formal and robust system to capture the entire

competency requirement for the organization.

Many organizations say it’s now essential to have dedicated HR specialists who find

IT staff rapidly and manage these high-knowledge employees effectively. IT workers

are specialized workforce which typically has higher costs associated with it.

Employers want to safeguard their investment (Palmer and Ottley, 1990).

The issues that the Industry faces at the operational level are voluntary attrition

due to attractive job offers overseas, especially after three years in an organization.

This causes a challenge to the projects offshore with respect to project management

skills. Software professionals work in project teams. Particularly with project

requirements getting complex, need for ‘hybrid managers’, combining business,

technical and managerial skills are gaining prominence as project success depends

on its leadership.

Many studies also point out the shortage of IT personnel in India (Fernandez et al,

2000; Tschang, 2001). While there is a strong technical labour pool, there is a

shortage of those with skills for middle-level systems analysis and project

management (Ulrich, 2008)

Management and regulatory systems

In the above environment and operations there is scope for indecision unless

boundaries are set for the interactions. These would be in the form of policies,

strategies, procedures, standards and scope which is set by a management system.

These relate to decisions at three levels and need to be designed by the organization

depicted in Figure 2. The three levels are attributed to S 3, 4 and 5 with the

following responsibilities.

• Those which are day to day decisions, dealing with detail at the operation

level. (S 3)

• Those which pertain to the future concerns or the environmental challenges.

(S 4)

• Those which need a policy or boundary to be set. (S 5)

• An audit channel to ensure governance of the management system. (S 3*)
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Figure 4 : IT organization context

The approach is to start at the policy level management function that belongs to

S 5. This defines aspects of the business at the corporate level and influences all

the decisions made below.

• Which business to enter into?

• Which customer segments to be addressed?

• The geographies to be addressed;

• Offering to be developed;

• Investment to be made;

• Policy on recruitment, training, salary structures etc.

The policies are set at macro levels which need to be implemented by management

at S 3 and S 1. These systems elaborate and translate them for execution at

operational level. If these are not designed appropriately, there will be a system

disturbance affecting the viability. These are translated into appropriate policies,

standards, procedures and processes which are implemented by the operations. S 3

would be in constant dialogue with the operational managers for fulfilling their

needs. In this case what is critical to business need is the knowledge worker with

right skills and competence. Fundamental needs of this knowledge worker can be

further sliced to respective subsystems in the management system. Decision making

belongs to each of them which are then converted to procedures in S 2 to be
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followed, which predominantly belong to the HR value chain. Indicative

responsibilities of this function include the following:

• Recruitment;

• Selection and staffing;

• Training and development;

• Engagement and Employee relations;

• Performance Management;

• Work measurement systems;

• Job and work design;

• Compensation and rewards;

• Safety, health and wellness;

• Workforce diversity;

For each of this aspect there will be specific slices which are to be dealt with the

appropriate subsystems in management and operations. For recruitment, for

instance, the strategy by the senior management will define the competencies

required and the numbers to be recruited. The actual translation of this happens

through the HR sub-systems. The challenge here is often lack of adequate

amplification of variety.

The prevailing environment will define the technology and competency training

requirements. Competition will define the strategy for building resources. All these

require internal competencies in the HR function to convert into the level of

execution.

From the above analysis specific set of practices, policies and procedures, which

belong to each of the subsystems is defined. These according to Ulrich (2008) can

be clustered into four categories - people, performance, information, and work.

People related practices fall into S 1 and S 2 of the model, which includes

recruitment, staffing, training, retention, outsourcing related to movement of

people. Performance deals with measurement, performance appraisal,

compensation, rewards and benefits. These practices deal with ensuring

accountability through managing performance of individuals, teams and organization

units. These aspects relate to S 1, 2, 5 and the S 3* audit channel.

Information relates to the channels of communication among different sub–systems.

Ulrich (2008) refers to it as the external public relations and internal employee

communications. Besides this the model throws up other channels for viability

between relevant subsystems.
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Work dimensions relate to dimensions of workflow including, how to design and

deliver administrative policies, manage terms and conditions of work, facilitate

work processes, design physical facilities and space, and structure a company to

align with strategy.

Between the management of operations and senior management, which sets the

direction for the organization, there is S 3 for the everyday control of S 1 by senior

management.

S 3 is responsible for internal and immediate control of the organization. The

operations in the organization are a collection of projects or programmes. They are

usually managed by the middle management or those who manage the day to day

operations of these set of projects. They perform the function of S 3 by controlling

the operations in setting guidelines, translating policies into S 2 etc.

In software services organization S 1 has a manager or a project lead. He/she

supervises the coordination and activities of S 2. Vertical or technology heads (S 3)

exerts control mainly using the vertical command channels (shown in the diagram)

by way of reporting structures. However, control through these channels may not

have requisite variety to be really effective. S 3 may need to directly monitor the

operations of S 1. Carrying out technical audit, management audit, and the like

ensures this. This is a very effective technique for maintaining S 3’s requisite variety.

With business continuing as usual, there could be sudden change in the environment

which may have an adverse impact elsewhere. S 4 in the software services would

be an organization constantly scanning the environment for detecting such impacts

and future trends in business models, technology, change in customer needs etc.

This function is present in most organizations as strategy groups, market research

groups etc. According to VSM there is need for Intelligence function in the form of

S 4 clearly defined in organizations.

HR in the context of VSM

From the above analysis it is clear that the elements belonging to HR value chain

form the core of the analysis. Critical HR activities pertaining to each of the

subsystem has been captured in Table 2. Further analyses along these dimensions

throws up gaps, if any, in a typical IT services organization from HR perspective.

The analysis shows that parameters critical to business in an IT concern belong to

the HR function. Though HR by itself is not a viable entity it is critical to the

viability of the organization.
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Table 2 : Integrating HR management into subsystems of VSM

Sub system Predominant role HR Role

5 – Policy Policy, ultimate authority, • Policies, vision, mission

identity • Vision will set the constraints on the

operations in terms of what needs to

be done in the next ‘x’ years, broad

strategic directions for recruitment,

competency building, compensation

etc.

4 –Intelligence Adaptation, forward • Looks at the future trends which will

planning, strategy determine the competencies to be

built for future, business

environment, training requirements,

strategies for reducing attrition and

retention

• Wage structures

3 – control Internal regulation, • Role of project lead, programme

optimization, synergy managers needs

• Mentoring, motivating resolving

disputes in allocating scarce

resources, in this context, people

with required competencies

• Compensation and reward strategies.

• Translating the requirements into

specific processes

2- Coordination Conflict resolution, stability • Ensuring uniform HR Systems uniform

across S 1, in terms of policies,

procedures relating to promotion

policies, training requirements etc.

1 -Operation Primary activities • Design IT training, performance

measurement, mentoring,

recruitment, leadership

programmes, technical

management, conflict resolution

strategies

The above analysis has broadly interpreted the HR management context to the

subsystems of the VSM. For the system to be viable, three fundamental units follow

four principles of organization. These include the variety matching with environment,

operations and management. In a naturally viable system it is done by amplification

or attenuation of variety. Table 2 broadly outlines activities which are part of the

five subsystems. These needs to be further expanded and mapped to the existing

HR structures.
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Conclusion

The paper has explored distinct challenges faced by HR in Indian IT services

organizations. Most studies focus on the challenges faced by IT professionals, with

little emphasis on how HR management needs to be designed to influence the

challenges positively. Beer’s VSM is applied to the context, initially to define a

viable system, and then to extract relevant HR competencies. Unlike other Industries,

human resources are the backbone of the IT Industry and several issues influencing

IT professionals emanate from the complex business and social environment. Hence

there is need to re-design the HR functions keeping in view those challenges.
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Introduction

Responsibility, authority and accountability are the three interrelated dimensions

on which the efficiency of delegation in management depends. Accountability makes

a person in position answerable towards the stakeholders. In organizations,

accountability of employees is managed through performance appraisal system,

which is an important tool for evaluating on-the-job performance of employees.

Information obtained from such evaluation is recorded and subsequently utilized

for managing the human resource management activities such as employee

motivation and reward, training and development, and compensation management.

A country may also be compared to an organization with large resources. Like the

leadership of any organization, whose primary goal is to manage the available

resources to meet organizational objectives, a country’s government has to manage

the resources to meet the citizen and the society needs. Principles of management

can be effectively applied both at the macro and micro levels to make governance

efficient and effective.

Figure 1: Similarities between a country and an organization
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Democracy has evolved as the best form of governance in the world (Verma, 2004).

Legislature, executives, and judiciary constitute the three pillars of democracy.

Effective functioning of a democracy depends on good management of these three

pillars. In India, the largest democracy in the world, it is of utmost importance that

the machinery involved under these three pillars is reviewed periodically.

This paper makes use of the concepts from contemporary management principles

and practices to examine the system and structure of governance in India. It attempts

to interface them with the existing performance management system that is currently

in place for the government ministries/departments.

Problems in a democratic government and the need for solution

“Political freedom refers to the opportunities that people have  to determine who

should govern and on what principles, and also include the possibility to scrutinize

and criticize the authorities, to have freedom of political expression and an

uncensored press, to enjoy the freedom to choose from among different political

parties and so on” (Haragopal, (2003). In the context of India, even though the core

principles of democracy are intact, the governance has been facing a range of

problems. The preamble to the Constitution of India declares India as a “sovereign

socialist secular democratic republic”. It also highlights a framework “to secure to

all its citizens justice, social, economic and political; liberty of thought, expression,

belief, faith and worship; equality of status and of opportunity; and to promote

among them all fraternity assuring the dignity of the individual.” (http://

indiacode.nic.in/coiweb/coifiles/preamble.htm) In spite of the paramount and

central role given to the citizens of the country by the constitution, there have

been problems in establishing the same in practice. Shukla (2006) points out, “many

factors contribute to a lack of public trust in politics including the growing costs of

political competitions, the rising role of the leader in decision-making, the

centralization of government and the increasing distance between political leaders

and the people they serve.” The many challenges that India faces today in terms of

its governance includes:

1. Corruption;

2. Lack of transparency;

3. Lack of coordination among various government departments;

4. Inability to deliver timely results by government employees;

5. Non-participation of citizens in governance functioning; and

6. Lack of accountability of the ministers.

The above mentioned problems are difficult to solve. With respect to the

accountability of the ministers, even though putting adequate electoral reforms in
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place can, to a great extent, ensure that the citizens entrust the best people with

the power to run the government, still this will only be partially effective to ensure

the consistency of performance of the ministers. According to Haragopal (2003),

“People’s participation in the Indian context is generally viewed more in terms of

passive support to the policies and programmes of the Government. This approach

reduced people’s participation to formal participation and their role in the policy

to that of recipients, and not creative agents.”

As per Indian constitution, citizens might have to wait as long as five years before

they actually get an opportunity to assess the performance of their elected legislators

which is only possible through electoral mandate. This five-year hiatus in people’s

participation has a serious limitation in terms of ensuring continuity and consistency

of good governance. Baghel (2006) points out that “Indeed, time has come to

‘people-ise’ government and power. Unless people can share real power in the

government– not in the mechanical sense of sending unknown, unwanted and useless

representatives once in five years during election time – the governments tend to

treat people as avoidable distraction or as bothersome clients; not as citizens (‘the

source of power’) to be served.” Moreover, in Indian democracy assessment of the

government’s performance is rather party-centric than people-centric. What we

need, therefore, is a controlling mechanism that can assess the performance of the

ministers and hold his/her offices accountable for non/under performance on a

systematic and a continuous basis. Further, it should be capable of providing

necessary measures for corrective action. Shukla (2006) discusses the changing

notion of citizenship in India, where, he mentions about citizen-participation beyond

election, and shifts from representative to deliberative democracy. The role of

citizen, he says, gets expanded “as a voter, as a critique of the state and as a

collaborator with the state.” Sharma (2004) argues that “the government must

have systems of accountability and information to permit transparency, sound

management and feedback to democratic processes that should control the

government.”

Performance evaluation system in Indian Government

Considering the salaried employees of Government of India (excluding the Armed

Forces) the performance of every civil servant is assessed annually through his/her

confidential report. But this system has some major limitations in terms of lack of

quantifiable targets, no clear definition of good performance, biasness etc.

(http://arc.gov.in/10th/ARC_10thReport_Ch11.pdf).  Eventually Government of

India brought the concept of PAR (Performance Appraisal Report) via All India Services

(Performance Appraisal Report) Rules, 2007; but PAR too is found to be inadequate

on various terms, according to the President’s address to both houses of the

Parliament on June 4, 2009.
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After considering the limitations of the PAR and as per the recommendations of

ARC-II, the Government of India has approved a formal appraisal system for

government departments on September 11, 2009 called PMES (Performance

Monitoring and Evaluation System) with a concept of Result Framework Document

(RFD). Under the PMES, every ministry/department has to set their objectives at

the beginning of the financial year in the RFD. Every objective is broken into action

items and each action item is measured against a success indicator. At the end of

the year one High Power Committee (HPC) under the chairmanship of cabinet

secretary evaluates the performance.

PMES is limited to the administrative employees and the civil servants only. There

is no such formal appraisal procedure for the elected representatives including all

the MPs, MLAs and ministers. It is justifiable to say that the ministers, who are at

the foremost position from where the policy implementation begins, need to be

held equally accountable along with  government servants who work under them.

Though there have been instances of the Prime Minister or Chief Minister reshuffling

cabinet of ministers, it is one-dimensional and often used for political convenience.

It is hardly carried out according to any proper performance appraisal procedure.

The data from PMES shows the performance of the ministry/department in

quantitative terms, but this alone cannot showcase the overall performance of the

minister. Here government can borrow from management concepts that are well

established.

Figure 2: 360 Degree performance feedback in organizations

“The concept of 360 degree feedback … seems to suit the move towards the less

hierarchical, more flexibly-structured and knowledge-based organizations of the

future” (Fletcher, 1999).  According to Ward (2005), 360 degree feedback is defined

as “systematic collection of performance data on an individual or group, derived

from a number of stakeholders on their performance.”
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Since what is expected is an all-inclusive performance appraisal system for the

ministers in a government, the system must have the capability of accepting the

views from multiple stakeholders, including the citizens represented by them.

Therefore, a 360 degree feedback system is an alternative in this case. It is beneficial

to all the parties involved in the appraisal process, including the minister, because

of the following reasons:

• It would increase the efficiency of governance by increasing the

accountability of the ministers in the government. Thereby, it would increase

transparency of the system and identify under performers.

• It would collectively empower citizens to voice their opinion about the quality

of governance. The frequency of participation of citizens in the democratic

process of representative selection will increase to once a year from once

in five years, as 360 degree feedback would encourage the government to

take corrective actions.

• It would provide ministers an access to direct feedback from the people

and give them the opportunity to understand their achievements,

shortcomings.

It may be pointed out that the Administrative Reform Commission-II has shown

some apprehensions about using 360 degree feedback in the performance appraisal

for the civil servants in their 10th Report. The commission (2013) was suggested to

sensitise the officers about the importance of such a feedback mechanism and is

silent about the evaluation of elected members of legislature.

The proposition

The proposed performance appraisal of a minister (central or state level) will have

the following components:

PMES

It is necessary to evaluate the direct quantitative progress made by the ministers

in their respective departments/ministries against the objectives set in the RFD.

The final composite score for the department will flow from the Result Framework

Management System (RFMS) to the 360 degree performance management system

and will constitute 40 per cent weight to the final appraisal of the minister. The

orders, guidelines and the necessary infrastructure for PMES are already in place.

Forty per cent weight is based on the following points:

a) PMES is the primary performance evaluation mechanism of the civil servants

(at all levels) in India against a set of pre-agreed commitments. As the head of

a ministry, performance of minister is directly dependent on the ministry’s
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performance. Hence, it is likely to have highest weight while evaluating his

performance.

b) One of the limitations of 360 degree feedback is that the feedback given by

the respondents are highly qualitative and subjective based on individual

perceptions. PMES takes care of this limitation as the final evaluation is based

on the commitments made in the RFD at the start of the financial year.

c) However, PMES should not have more than 40 per cent weight, as the scope

and the objective of 360 degree performance review are broader. It may also

be added that as a representative chosen by people, the responsibility of a

minister is not limited only to his ministry, but also to the people of his

constituency, other ministries, and also for the overall growth of the country/

state.

360 degree performance review

Selection of the stakeholders and relative weights

The core component of the 360 degree performance review system is the collective

feedback from the stakeholders. Figure 3 represents the feedback sources in case

of a minister. We may assume that the stakeholders are varied in terms of their

roles, nature of relationship, interests etc.  Therefore, depending on the diversity

and importance, it is felt that a relative weight of the stakeholders will make the

process more credible.

Figure 3 : Feedback sources for a minister with relative weights

Identification of stakeholders and decision on the relative weights of their feedbacks

is technical and debatable task. However, what is presented is a hypothetical

framework.
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The rationale behind selecting different stakeholders and their relative weights

are given below.

a) Prime Minister/Chief Minister: Prime Minister/Chief Minister is the supervisor

of his cabinet ministers as per Indian parliamentary democracy system and

overall responsibility for good governance lies on his shoulders. He also performs

the role of a decision-maker during cabinet reshuffles.

b) Speaker of Lok Sabha: As per the order of precedence of the Republic of India

in the protocol list, (http://rajyasabha.nic.in/rsnew/guidline_govt_mp/

chap11.pdf) speaker of Lok Sabha comes sixth. Speaker observes the behavior

and conduct of the minister closely when the Parliament/Assembly is in session.

Thus, Lok sabha Speaker (Chairman, Rajya Sabha, in case of ministers with

Rajya Sabha membership) is an important stakeholder.

c) Citizens: Citizens are undoubtedly the primary stakeholders in the government.

According to Bhattacharya (2003), “The citizens, who are at the receiving

end, are the best judges of the quality and quantity of services offered for

their benefit.”

d) Peer ministers and MPs/MLAs: No minister can work in isolation. Inter-

ministerial conflicts happen in India and mutual feedback will facilitate the

much needed coordination and trust among ministries with overlapping

interests.

e) Civil society/Social organization: The role of civil society organizations has

increased in recent times. These organizations provide a platform for discussion,

criticism and feedback on various issues relating to governance.

f) Self: The minister in question should himself be able to evaluate his own

performance. This is an important component of 360 degree appraisal. It would

give the minister an opportunity to introspect on his own performance.

g) Leader of opposition: In Indian parliamentary democracy, it is the responsibility

of the leader of opposition to monitor and present constructive criticism to

the ruling political party. It may be pointed out that giving equal weight to the

prime minister/chief minister and the leader of opposition would justifiably

balance the equation in the 360 degree appraisal system.

h) Subordinate colleagues: Every minister in the cabinet holds a ministry which

looks after various public sector organizations and offices. The people who

work in those offices are directly affected by the policies and functioning of

the ministry. They are also in a position to review the actual progress made at

the ground level.

The feedback collection procedure

The feedback may be collected from all the above mentioned parties through a

dedicated web portal in a simplified 5 point rating system (1 to 5) with 5 representing
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the ‘best’ and 1 representing the ‘worst’. Stakeholders will be supplied with specific

credentials to login to the system. The ‘citizens’ and ‘civil society/social

organization’, will have to produce the identity check asked by the system. The

ratings from all sources could be multiplied by the weights to get a weighted score

as shown in Table 1

Table 1 : Format of the 360 degree performance feedback

Sl. Performance Weight Average Weighted Score in

No appraiser (w) achievement score percentage

(a) From (ws= w X a) (pc=wsX100)

1 to 5

1 Prime minister/ 0.1

Chief minister

2 Speaker of Lok Sabha/ 0.1

Chairman, Rajya Sabha

3 Citizens 0.2

4 Peer ministers 0.1

5 Civil society/ 0.15

Social organizations

6 Self 0.1

7 Leader of opposition 0.1

8 Subordinate colleagues 0.15

Total composite score

Due to inherent limitations of qualitative assessment, it is suggested that total

weight of the feedback received from all the above parties should not exceed 60

per cent for calculating the final score for ministers.

Calculation of the final score

The final appraisal score for the minister could be obtained by calculating the

weighted score from 360 degree feedback and PMES as shown in the Table 2

Table 2 : Format for calculation of the final rating

Appraisal System Weight  (w) Composite score Weighted score in

obtained  (s) %   (w X s)

360 degree 0.6

PMES 0.4

Final Score
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Corrective action plan

After the assessment is complete and the final score is calculated, the minister will

be categorized under a 5 category grading system as shown in Table 3

Table 3 : Final Score and Relative Grading

Final score (%) Ratings Grades

90-100 Excellent A

80-90 Good B

70-80 Satisfactory C

60-70 Needs improvement D

Less than 60 Poor E

For carrying out planning, administration and compilation of 360 degree feedback

reports, there could be an independent, empowered and competent ‘Review

Authority’ (in line with the High Power Committee concept in PMES. Once compilation

of the feedbacks is done, the results should be available on a public domain and

under the ambit of Right to Information Act (RTI). These grades along with the

corresponding comments and suggestions from the Review Authority may be

considered for the following actions by the government as per suitability:

1. Reappointment for the next term;

2. Appointment in another ministry/ministerial position of higher importance

(equivalent to a promotion);

3. Appointment in another ministry/ministerial position of lower importance

(equivalent to a demotion);

4. Dismissal from the current position;

5. Designing training and development programmes for the ministers;

6. Rewarding the ministers.

One of the basic elements of representative institution is that “the citizens are

free to discuss, criticize and demand, but cannot give legally binding instructions

to the government” (Shukla, 2006). Therefore, it could be argued that under the

present way of functioning of the Indian parliamentary democracy, it may not appear

to be feasible and practical to force the corrective action plan as suggested by the

review authority on the government. However, despite this ground reality, report

from the Review Authority, once put out on the public domain, would generate

large scale public awareness and trigger public debate. Ultimately this will indirectly

push the government to follow some corrective action as per the popular sentiments

of the people.
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Conclusion

Essential elements of good governance include participation, accountability,

predictability and transparency (Barthwal, 2003). In recent times there has been a

growing debate over creating strong legislation to hold people in the government

accountable. World Bank (2013) is trying to formulate a comprehensive performance

management system with various indicators. Aspects of good governance identified

by the World Bank (1994) include freedom of association and participation by various

groups in the process of governance and bureaucratic accountability ensuring a

system to monitor and control the performance of government offices and officials

in relation to quality of service, inefficiency and abuse of discretionary powers. To

ensure consistency of the efficiency of governance, we have to go beyond legislations

and form a system which maximizes the accountability of the people who are in

power. The need is to design a 360 degree performance feedback system for working

ministers and integrating it with the existing PMES and RFD for the respective

ministries/departments. The 360 degree performance feedback for working ministers

could definitely offer a systematic, comprehensive and consistent solution to a lot

of challenges that come in the way of good governance. Moreover, it can provide

citizens with a platform that would truly complement the Indian democracy.
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Introduction

The external quality assurance is used to stimulate change, improve teaching and

learning in academic institutions. Previous studies indicate two opposite viewpoints

regarding the benefits of the external audit. First, the audit does not have impact

on higher education and does not contribute towards the institutional improvement

and enhancement of the student’s learning experience (Harvey, 2002; Newton,

2000). Change mainly takes place in the institutions by internal reviews along with

the internal operating environments, not to forget the organizational culture. The

second opinion lends credence to audit and believes that if audits are managed

effectively and aligned well with internal systems and processes, they will motivate

universities to improve their support services (Dill, 2000; Fourie and Alt, 2000;

Kristensen, 1997; Wahlen, 2004; Woodhouse and Meade, 2000).

Internationally, there is an agreement that quality audit process raise awareness

on the related issues, and increase accountability (Dill, 2000). In New Zealand,

Sweden and the UK, the impact of external quality audits have culminated in

improving teaching and student learning. They have facilitated active discussion

and cooperation within academic units on means to improve teaching and student

learning. They have also brought in clarification of roles and responsibilities for

improving teaching, student learning, and providing information on best practices

both within the institution and from across the systems (Dill, 2000). Smith and

Herbert (2002) state that external quality audit impact directly and indirectly on

the role and functions of academic development units in universities. This paper

reports the impact of the external audit in the College of Technology, Oman.

Organizational background

Al-Musanna College of Technology is a government higher education institute. It

receives its financial and management support from the Ministry of Manpower,
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Sultanate of Oman. There are three academic departments in the college:

Engineering, Information Technology and Business Studies, apart from the English

Language Center. This study was conducted one year after the college was audited

by Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (http://www.oaaa.gov.om )  in May,

2010. The study conducted in June 2011 was aimed to investigate the benefits

from the audit exercise vis-a-vis the perception of the same by academics,

administrative staff and students.

Methodology

This paper draws on data gathered through an online survey. The respondents’

included – 114 academics, 88 students and 15 administrative staff. The questionnaire

for academics was designed to examine the impact of the external audit on the

following five areas: quality of teaching, students’ performance, college resources

and services, handling staff issues and concerns, and the overall contribution of

the external audit to the college development.

The questionnaire meant for the students examined the impact of the external

audit on college services and resources, quality of teaching, students’ performance,

apart from handling student grievances.

The questionnaire targeted to administrative staff enquired the impact of the

external audit on the following areas: college services, resources and handling

staff grievances and concerns. All participants were required to rate the

improvement that had taken place in the college after the external audit on a 5-

point Likert scale.

Findings

Academic staff perception of the audit impact on teaching

The academic staff rated the impact of the external audit on the quality of teaching

on following areas: staff involvement in achievements of the department; critical

thinking and focus on the objectives of the curriculum; created awareness of good

teaching practices; reflection on teaching practices; awareness of areas of

improvements; academic conduct and professional behavior; and academic advising.

As shown in Table 1, staff rated that the audit facilitated them to focus on the

objectives of the curriculum (mean score of 3.62 on a 5 point scale); audit made

them aware of good teaching practices (3.59) and the audit helped them to reflect

on their teaching practices (3.59). Among the academic areas investigated,

academic advising was considered to have made the lowest progress (3.24).
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Table 1: Academic staff perception of the post-audit improvements

that took place at the college

Areas Items mean rating

Involvement in the achievements of the department 3.70

Focus on curriculum objectives 3.62

Teaching/ Awareness of good teaching practices 3.59

Academics Reflection on own staff teaching practice 3.59

Awareness of areas for improvement 3.49

Academic conduct and professional behavior 3.33

Academic advising 3.24

Learning services 3.56

Working atmosphere 3.30

College Teaching resources 3.29

resources Library services 3.18

Physical improvements in the college 3.12

Cafeteria 2.45

Medical services 2.38

Identifying student’s needs 3.16

Impact on Student activities 2.77

students Students performance 2.75

Student behavior 2.63

Staff professional growth 2.89

HR issues Handling of staff grievances 2.82

Staff activities 2.46

Incentives and recognition 2.25

Usefulness of the external audit 3.86

Audit Significance of staff contribution in the audit process 3.78

contribution Importance of the external quality audit 3.70

External audit as a challenging process 3.61

Clearance of staff responsibilities 3.60

n=114

The findings are consistent with those of Cheng (2011) who inferred an increase in

academics’ awareness of good teaching practice due to the external audit. The

quality audit motivated staff to think about teaching aims and objectives. It
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encouraged them to become more reflective about teaching practices. In comparing

the performance of University of Western Sydney before and after the audit, Shah

and Grebennikov (2008) found that the university made positive progress in areas

such as stakeholder satisfaction in learning and teaching, research, international

student experience, indigenous student satisfaction, and community engagement.

Shah et al (2011) also compared the performance of Australian university before

and after the strategy implementation and external quality audit. The results

indicated improvement in retention rates, student progression rates, overall student

satisfaction (including those in research - indigenous, offshore categories) employer

and staff satisfaction. Stensaker et al (2010) conducted a study on the impact of

the Norwegian quality assurance agency that found the national evaluation of quality

had the strongest impact (39%) on the teaching and learning more than the other

three forms of evaluation - study programme accreditation/ reaccreditation (31%);

the audit of internal quality assurance system (26%) and institutional accreditation

(21%). Wahlen (2004) analysed the impact of national quality audit of Swedish

higher education institutions between 1995 and 2002. He found that the audits

have resulted in development of policy and structure of institutional work quality

but cultural change at departmental level was modest. Thus, there is an agreement

that external audit has a positive impact on teaching quality, in line with the

findings of this study.

Academic staff perception of the audit impact on college resources

As depicted in Table 1, the impact of external audit on the college resources was

quantified on the following areas:

learning services (e.g. website, portal, help desk); registration process; working

environment of the college; teaching resources (e.g. classrooms, laboratories, LCD

projectors); library services; and cafeteria and medical services.  Highest

improvement was on the learning services and the least was on cafeteria and

medical services. It was observed that only 13 per cent staff did not report

improvement in the learning services (e.g. website, portal, help desk) and 16 per

cent in the registration process (whereas, more than 50 per cent of them reported

no progress has taken place in cafeteria and medical services.

Academic staff perception of the audit impact on students

Table 1 presents the impact of external audit on students was quantified on the

following areas: usefulness of the audit in identifying the student’s needs; student

activities (e.g. clubs and organizations); students’ performance; student behaviour

and conduct. Staff considered external audit useful in identifying students’ need

(3.16). However, the college did not make progress in planning students extra-

curricular activities; 41 per cent did not observe increase in this area, and 34 per

cent of them also indicated no improvement has occurred in students’ performance.
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Harvey & Newton (2004) study reports that they found little support for the view

that external quality evaluation improved the student learning experience. They

found that some processes of the external audit in England were perceived as

providing a check on standards.

Academic staff perception of the impact of audit on staff support

The impact of external audit on staff support was measured on the following areas:

Professional growth of the staff; handling staff  grievances; staff  activities;  and

incentives and  recognition.  Table  1  shows  that there  is  very  little improvement

in all these areas – relatively a meagre (2.46) for staff activities, and staff incentives

recording the lowest (2.25).

Academic staff perception on contribution of the audit

The contribution of the audit in the college was quantified on the following areas:

usefulness of the external audit to the college; significance of staff contribution in

the audit process; clearance of the importance of the external quality audit process;

clearance of staff responsibilities, the external audit is a challenging process.

They indicated usefulness of the external audit to the college through mean rating

of 3.86 on the scale, and overall the audit was seen to have made their

responsibilities clearly demarcated. However, despite the usefulness of the audit,

staff found the audit as a challenging exercise for them (3.61).

The finding that the audit has made the academics responsibility clearer is consistent

with previous studies. Carr et al (2009) have addressed the benefit of external

quality audits in increasing the level of self- knowledge and self- responsibility for

the staff in institutions.

Impact of the audit as perceived by students

It is evident from Table 2 that students observed the highest improvement in the

registration process (3.68) and moderate improvement in college resources (e.g.

learning resources and services, library services). However, many students rated

little  or  no  improvement in  food  services (2.05),  medical services (2.45),  and

extra-curricular activities for students (2.65), thereby showing a trend after the

completion of the audit.
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Table 2 : Students perception of the post-audit

improvements at the college

Items Rating Items Rating

Registration process 3.68 Awareness of the college 2.93

rules andregulations

Lecturers respect students 3.61 Student  activities 2.86

Learning services (website, portal, 3.38 Student needs have been 2.85

helpdesk) looked after

Type of assignments and 3.25 Study atmosphere 2.85

projects given in the college

Improvement in academic 3.23 Handling of students 2.74

performance grievances

Conditions of the classrooms, 3.13 Awareness of plagiarism 2.69

labs and workshops policies

Library services 3.06 Extra-curricular activities 2.65

Academic advising 3.03 Medical services 2.45

Use of different teaching methods 3.00 Quality of food served 2.05

at cafeteria

Impact of the audit as perceived by administrative staff

It is clear from Table 3 that the audit has only moderately increased administrative

staff awareness of the college rules and regulations (3.00). There was no impact in

terms of their professional growth (2.00), recognition of the performers(1.73), or

planning for activities such as picnics, get-together or tours (1.40).

Table 3 : Administrative staff perception of the post-audit improvements

Items Rating Items Rating

Implementation of college rules and 3.40 Updates about issues and

regulations matters related. 2.33

Awareness of college rules 3.00 Medical services 2.20

and regulations

Awareness of strategic plan 3.00 Working atmosphere 2.13

in the college

Staff involvement in the achievement of 3.00 Handling of grievances 2.13

the operational and activity plans

Communicating my concerns openly 2.73 Support professional 2.00

to the management. growth of staff

College services 2.60 Provision for incentives and 1.73

other forms

Awareness of the mission and vision 2.60 Staff activities (picnics, 1.40

of the college get- together,tours)
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Table 4 compares academic and administrative staff perceptions about training

activities, incentives and handling of grievances. Both groups rated incentives,

recognition and staff activities the lowest and their involvement in the departmental

achievements, the highest. The administrative staff are less satisfied with the

progress the college made in all of these aspects as compared to the academics.

Table 4 : Academic and administrative staff perceptions on peripheral services

Items Academics Administration

Staff involvement in the achievements in 3.70 3.00

the department

improvement in the working atmosphere 3.30 2.13

in the college

Increase in the support of professional growth 2.89 2.00

of the staff

Handling of staff grievances 2.82 2.13

Staff activities (picnics, get- together, tours) 2.46 1.40

have increasedafter the audit

Cafeteria 2.45 2.60

Medical services 2.38 2.20

Incentives and other forms of recognition 2.25 1.73

Comparison between academic staff and students’ perceptions in parameters such

as learning services, registration, advising, and other resources is shown in Table

5. Both groups agreed that the college improved the most in learning services and

registration, and the least in cafeteria and medical services, indicating the impact

of audit on various units/departments of the institution.

Table 5 : Academic staff and students perceptions on other services

Items Academics Administration

IT & Learning services (website, portal, help desk) 3.56 3.38

Registration process 3.45 3.68

Teaching Resources (classrooms, laboratories, 3.29 3.13

LCD projectors

Academic advising 3.24 3.03

Library services 3.18 3.06

Student activities, clubs and organizations 2.77 2.86

Students performance 2.75 3.23

Cafeteria 2.45 2.05

Medical services 2.38 2.45
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Overall impact of the audit on the College

In this study, it was found that among the areas investigated, the highest impact

was noticed in the quality of teaching as rated by academics, staff awareness of

the college rules and regulations by administrative staff, and registration process

by the students respectively. The college has exhibited least progress on areas

which called for financial support like activities for staff and students, staff

recognition and quality of food and clinic services. Although the highest improvement

is observed in the quality of teaching, it is still not very high in the  scale of 1 to

5.The reason for the slow progress the college has made on the staff concerns

(e.g. staff developments and incentives), the students’ activities, and the college

resources can be attributed to the financial demand that these factors make. Al-

Musanna College of Technology receives its financial support from the Ministry of

Manpower, Oman. However, it is important to address the issues related to financial

commitment from the Ministry of Manpower in order to meet the increasing number

of students’ intake and all other related expenditure.

Previous studies have also noted that the external audit has a stronger influence

on quality of teaching than other areas. For example, in investigating the impact

of external quality assessment on universities in Estonia between 2007 and 2009,

Vilgats and Heidmets (2011) found that the external audit has little influence in

such aspects as; university management, quality assurance and funding, while it

has stronger impact in relation to the curriculum, study process and academic

reputation of a teaching unit. However, this is not in line with the study of Brennan

and Shah (2000), who investigated the effects of national and institutional quality

management systems on higher education institutions in 14 European countries.

Brennan and Shah (2000) found that managerial and market concerns have acquired

greater importance compared to disciplinary academic concerns.

Internal or external audit?

The staff members have also indicated their preference for the internal and external

audits in terms of effectiveness in improving the quality in the college. This question

was answered by 38 staff. Only four of them opted for the external audit (11%),

17 for the internal audit (45%), and another 17 (45%) considered both audits

important and thought of both going on systematically one after the other. The

staff justified their preference for the internal audit because it concentrated more

on teaching practices while the external audit involved a large amount of paperwork

and documentation.

This finding is in line with previous studies, which have noted that the audit diverts

academic staff’s time towards administrative jobs and it may undermine the quality

of teaching and learning (Harvey, 2005; Newton, 2000). Interviewees in Cheng’s
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(2011) study acknowledged that quality audit was not perceived as a pointless

process and its positive impact in increasing academics’ awareness of good teaching

practice. The quality audit had motivated them to think about the teaching aims

and objectives. It had encouraged them to become more reflective about their

teaching practice. However, these interviewees tended to relate the increased

awareness of good teaching to internal quality mechanisms that occur at the level

of the course/module. Interviewees in general had better knowledge of the internal

mechanisms and perceived them as more closely related to their teaching practice

than the external mechanisms.

According to the study of Harvey and William (2002), academics see quality

assurance as burdensome and they feel that it fails to be part of the routine activity

of academics as they perceive no real link between quality and their academic

work. Harvey (2005) had previously also described that quality monitoring in the

UK is burdensome process. The UK experience suggests that external reviews by

the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) are seen with distrust by academics, and as an

expensive and bureaucratic exercise. Newton’s (2002) study which examined

whether external quality monitoring result in improvement, suggest that academic

staff do not accept change or particular demands of quality assurance policy or

systems. His experience in Wales suggests that external audits encourage team-

based action planning and increase dissemination of good practice that resulted in

improvements in student experience. Anderson (2006) suggests that academics

will continue to resist quality processes until university management, university

quality agencies and academic staff in universities draw on mutually agreed

understanding of the contested concepts of quality.

Conclusion

It is evident from this study that the external audit has an impact, on the quality

of teaching in the college as perceived by the academic staff. The audit makes the

academic staff think critically and focus on the objectives of the curriculum. It

also makes them more aware of good teaching practices and to reflect on their

teaching. Administrative staff report that the audit has moderately increased their

awareness of college rules and regulation. Students report improvement in the

registration process. Moreover, majority of academics note that the audit has made

their responsibility clearer, and therefore, they consider the external audit useful

to the college despite it being a challenging process for them.

Little improvement is observed in the following areas: college resources and

services, staff and students activities, handling staff concerns, and staff recognition.

The reason for the lack of enhancement in these areas, compared to the quality of

teaching, could be ascribed to the financial demand these areas make.
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This study also found that the majority of the staff surveyed prefer the internal

audit to the external audit because the internal audit focus more on teaching

practices while the external audit involves a large amount of paperwork and

documentation. In summary, the findings of this study show that external audit

together with internal one can improve the performance of the college over a

period of time.

The  study  lays  the  roadmap  for  future  studies  towards obtaining  perceptions

about improvement in the students knowledge, skills and values.
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Infrastructure Development in India:

Financial Issues and Solutions

Introduction

Infrastructure sector in India has made considerable progress during the last decade.

It accounts for 26.7 per cent of India’s output. During the 11th Five Year Plan (2007-

2012) the central Government had projected investment requirements for

infrastructure to be about Rs.20.5 lakh crores (at 2006-07 prices)  equivalent to

US$ 575 billion.  During the 12th Five Year Plan (2012-2017) the infrastructure spending

is envisaged to be at Rs.65 lakh crores. Share of the private sector in total

infrastructure investment during the 11th Five Year Plan was around 30 per cent of

the total. However, private sector investment is far higher in some sectors, like in

telecommunications, ports and airports, where it makes up over 60 per cent of the

total. Overall share of the private sector during the 12th Five Year Plan is expected

to be around 50 per cent.

Indian road network

Road sector is one of the major components of Indian infrastructure. Indian road

network of 33 lakh kms is second largest in the world.

Type of Roads Length in kms

(approximate figures)

Expressways 200

National highways 71,772

State highways 1,31,899

Major district roads 4,67,763

Rural and other roads 26,50,000

Total length 33,000,00

(Source: http://www.nhai.org/roadnetwork.htm)
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Around 40 per cent of the Indian villages lack all weather access roads.  Public

Private Partnership (PPP) model in road sector is mostly confined only to expressways,

national highways and state highways. They are operated under revenue sharing

arrangement between the government and the private contractors.  Therefore,

district and village roads continue to remain neglected, as the scope of

commercialisation of road construction under PPP model is not possible for those.

Funding gap

Estimation of funding gap for infrastructure during 12th Five Year Plan

Source of fund
Estimated resources available

(Rs.crore)

Commercial banks 7,43,511

NBFCs 3,84,477

Insurance/Pension funds 1,50,766

ECBs 54,957

Equity and FDI 4,81,686

Total 17,89,126

Fund requirement 32,50,000

Funding gap 14,60,874

Source: Working sub- group on Infrastructure – Infrastructure funding requirements and its

sources over the implementation period of the 12th Five Year Plan 2012-2017

As mentioned earlier the fund required during the 12th Five Year Plan to finance the

infrastructure is estimated at  Rs.65 lakh crores in 2011-12 prices. Since Central

Government  and private sector share are estimated to be at 50:50, the private

sector would be expected to infuse Rs.32.50 lakh crores in the form of both equity

and debt during the 12th Five Year Plan.

The share of road sector, which is 12 per cent in the proposed total infrastructure

expenditure during the 12th Five Year Plan works out to Rs.7.8 lakh crores. The

share of private sector which is estimated to be 50 per cent of the total road sector

expenditure works out to Rs.3.9 lakh crores for the 12th Five year plan. Assuming a

debt equity ratio of 70:30 the debt requirement of private sector for the 12th Five

Year Plan would be Rs. 2.73 lakh crores (Rs.2,730 billion) and the equity projected

at Rs.1.17 lakh crores (Rs. 1,170 billion).

Speed breakers in infrastructure development

Commercial banks in India would be comfortable in lending money to the projects

for not more than 10 years as large portion of their deposits are not of very long

duration. Banks also have constraints in quantum of lending in view of sectoral
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caps stipulated by RBI as per the prudential norms. Whereas large infrastructure

projects normally have a tenor of more than 10 years extending up to 15 to 20

years.

Resources

Bank credit is the major domestic funding source for infrastructure sector in India.

External commercial borrowing, foreign direct investment are other major forms

of external resources which can be accessed by infrastructure industry to meet the

investment requirements. Foreign institutional investors are the other source by

which overseas funds can be infused through capital markets. As history indicates

the quantum of inflow of overseas borrowings depends not only on the economic

growth and future prospects in India, but also on global factors which are beyond

the control of the Indian policy makers. Therefore, there is a gap in funding the

Indian infrastructure sector requirements. This highlights the need for innovative

financial instruments to support the growth of infrastructure industry. This sector

also operates under certain constraints that are unique to it.

Constraints

A few of the constraints faced by infrastructure industry are as follows:

• Seasonal impact on the activities;

• Longer duration of projects resulting in lesser control over input costs of

critical items like steel, cement, diesel;

• Delays in realization of receivables, especially from government agencies

where the projects are executed under government contracts.

Therefore, appraisal of project and assessment of financial requirements - both

term and working capital finance - need different yardsticks that give due weight

to the above factors. Banks are more comfortable lending for short term purposes.

The working capital requirements of infrastructure industry do not strictly satisfy

the norms set by banks for short term lending. This mismatch results in inadequate

lending by banks and the problem is accentuated when there is delay in realization

of the receivables, especially from government agencies and other large corporates

for which the works are executed by the contractors.

Issues in infrastructure lending

Longer tenor

The financial requirements of the infrastructure industry are normally for longer

duration. Most of the large infrastructure projects, especially the national highways

are currently under PPP, where the financial models adopted are BOT–toll and BOT-

annuity. Under BOT-toll the contractor gets the revenues through collection of toll
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directly from the public users on completion of the project. Under BOT-annuity the

contractor gets the revenues from the government on annual basis at the agreed

tariff on completion of the project. Therefore, not all banks are comfortable in

funding the BOT projects as it results in a mismatch of their assets and liabilities

because the average tenor is normally more than ten years. In view of these issues

infrastructure industry faces a situation of inadequacy of funding from banks.

Delays in realization of receivables

The receivables funding by banks is normally done for a shorter tenor like 90 to 120

days. The actual realization of such receivables is some times more than 120 days.

Though the contracting firm (mainly under EPC model) would have duly executed

its performance obligation, due to delays in receiving payments, it faces liquidity

crunch as the bank treats these delayed receivables as ineligible for bank finance.

The need of the hour is not only to identify the additional avenues of resources to

fund the infrastructure projects but also to structure the existing financial

instruments with longer tenure for both term lending and working capital finance.

Working capital assessment norms

Banks are given the freedom to appraise the working capital requirements of the

infrastructure industry based on cash budget, which estimates the cash inflows and

outflows month wise and arrive at the overall gap in the estimated cash balances.

However, most of the banks still prefer to adopt much conservative approach of

Maximum Permissible Bank Finance Method (MPBF) taking into account the total

current assets and current liabilities. MPBF method is more suitable for

manufacturing and trading concerns and in view of the seasonal factors and other

delays associated with the nature of infrastructure activities, cash budget is more

appropriate tool to assess the working capital requirements of infrastructure industry.

There has to be a shift from asset or security oriented lending to cash flows based

lending with regard to infrastructure industry.

This can be explained by the following example:

Assessment of eligible bank finance- (Rs crores)

A Total current assets 1500

B Total current liabilities 1100

C Other current liabilities (excluding bank borrowing)   600

D Working capital gap( A-C)   900

E Net working capital(A-B)   400

F Eligible bank finance(D-E)   500
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Assuming the existing bank borrowings enjoyed by the firm is at Rs.500 crores it has

to pump in Rs.400 crores  in order to fill the gap between its total current assets

and total current liabilities (i.e., Rs.1,500- Rs.1,100) which will ensure a smooth

flow of working capital management to run the unit.  The bank finance of Rs.500

crores is given against the security of stock and receivables after stipulating

covenants with regard to margin as well as maximum tenor. In this particular case

the margin stipulated is 25 per cent for stock and receivables. The inventory should

be converted into sales within a maximum period of three months in order to be

eligible for bank finance. Similarly the receivables are to be realized into cash

within a maximum period of three months to be eligible for bank finance. The

problem will arise when the receivables forming part of the current assets are not

realized within 90 days, since the company cannot get any bank finance against

such receivables.

In the above example, though the company has inventory of Rs.300 crores  and

receivables of Rs.500 crores, the actual position is as under

• Inventory Rs.300 crores  (consists of Rs.270 crores  inventory less than three

months old)

• Receivables Rs.500 crores  (consists of Rs.350 crores  receivables less than

three months old)

Therefore bank works out the eligible bank finance as under-

Total value Eligible Margin Eligible bank

Name of security (Rs crores)  amount finance

(Rs.crores) (Rs.crores)

Inventory 300.00 270.00 25% 202.50

Receivables 500.00 350.00 25% 262.50

Total eligible bank finance 465.00

The bank would contest that as against the eligible bank finance of Rs.465 crores

the firm is already availing Rs.500 crores  bank borrowings and therefore Rs.35

crores  is the excess. The firm has receivables of Rs.150 crores which are due

beyond three months. Majority of the above overdue receivables are dues from

various state governments. The firm has already performed its contractual obligation

as EPC contractor but has not received the payment due to shortage of funds and

other procedural delays in clearing the bills for payment by the Government agencies.

Therefore, when the bank reduces the eligible bank finance by Rs.35 crores  citing

excess borrowings, the firm would be under liquidity stress suffering overall cash

flow crunch to the tune of Rs.185 crores  (i.e., Rs.35 crores  working capital funds

being withdrawn by bank plus Rs.150 crores  receivables for which payment is not
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received from its clients- various state governments). Firms that largely depend on

Government contracts as EPC contractors commonly face this type of situation.

Solutions

Rediscounting of bills receivables with longer tenor

Currently most of the banks are comfortable to lend against receivables for a tenor

of up to 90 days as explained in the above case. A few banks lend for more than 90

days, but not exceeding 120 days, and in very few cases up to 180 days. Considering

the delays involved in realization of the receivables (where contractors have very

little control despite executing their performance obligation) the banks have to

extend the tenor of the receivables eligible for bank finance as a normal practice.

One of the main reasons for banks’ aversion to funding the receivables with longer

tenor is because rediscounting of bills/receivables portfolio with RBI is restricted

to un- matured tenor of 90 days. Therefore, funds are locked for banks when they

finance receivables with longer tenor as they cannot rediscount the same

immediately with RBI. Either RBI has to enhance the un-matured tenor of

rediscounting so as to encourage banks to increase their lending against receivables

with longer tenor. Alternative forms of rediscounting options are to be made available

to banks by promoting financial institutions that offer flexible rediscounting facilities

against receivables. In view of the national priority of infrastructure development,

RBI can also consider either exempting or giving concession to the banks from locking

the funds in SLR and CRR when bank lending is given to infrastructure industry.

Discounting the receivables/factoring without recourse to the drawer (i.e., seller/

contractor) especially where the drawee (i.e., buyer/customer) is a Government

undertaking will go a long way in addressing the problems faced by the infrastructure

industry. The measures suggested above would increase the flow of funds from

banks to infrastructure industry.

Discounting of bills under L/Cs

There is also a need to review the existing norms on discounting of bills under

letters of credit (L/Cs) by banks in India. Since 2003 banks in India are permitted to

discount the bills under L/Cs only when the beneficiary (i.e., Seller) of the L/C is a

customer with the discounting bank and also enjoys credit facilities. Alternatively

the L/C is restricted for negotiation with bank concerned in which case the proceeds

of the bills so discounted under the L/C are to be directly remitted to the regular

banker of the beneficiary. In other words, only the regular financing banker of the

beneficiary (seller) can discount the bills under L/Cs and other banks are not

permitted to do so unless the L/C is restricted for negotiation with them. RBI

guidelines are aimed at discouraging the banks from discounting the bills under

L/C to non-constituent clients. Constituent clients are those who have account as

well as credit facilities from a bank. This restrictive condition laid down by RBI
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goes against the very basic feature of a letter of credit which is a freely negotiable

instrument as per international norms. The argument put forth by the supporters of

this restrictive condition is that it is a measure to prevent multiple financing /

diversion of funds from regular bankers or working capital financing bankers to

other banks.

As banks in India have reached a stage of self regulation of routine banking functions,

RBI can now consider relaxing this restrictive condition and allow any bank to discount

the bills under the L/C provided the proceeds are remitted to the regular /working

capital bankers of the beneficiary (seller). This will ensure greater flexibility to the

borrowers in discounting the bills under L/C with a bank of their choice depending

on lower interest rates and at the same time routing the proceeds through their

regular/working capital bankers to adhere to credit discipline. This measure would

help several infrastructure companies and others who procure raw material like

steel, cement, diesel under L/Cs.

Table 1 : Impact of global financial crisis on Indian infrastructure sector

Indicator 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

FDI ($. Mln) 15,893.00 19,816.00 17,901.00 9,359.00 22,060.00

GDRs/ADRs ($. Mln) 7,652.70 298.40 3,930.30 1,775.50 381.60

(Source: CMIE Monthly Economic Review. November 2012)

While the requirement of Indian infrastructure is increasing year on year, the source

of funds available from abroad in the form of FDI and global depository receipts/

American depository receipts (GDRs/ADRs) has not shown a matching increase. FDI

has declined during 2009-10 and 2010-11. GDRs/ADRs have declined during 2008-

09, 2010-11 and 2011-12. The decline in FDI and GDRs/ADRs could be attributed to

the US recession followed by Euro Zone crisis. The increase in FDI in 2011-12 could

be because India is one of the growing economies despite a decline in its growth

rate and global investors did not have better choice of investments. During the

financial year 2012-13 the total equity FDI inflows were US$ 22,423 million as against

$35,121 million in the FY 2011-12. (source: http://dipp.nic.in/English/Publications/

FDI_Statistics/2013/india_FDI_ June2013.pdf)

Now that the US economy is showing signs of recovery Indian capital markets are

witnessing out flow of funds. The macro economic issues India is facing due to

policy paralysis has only added to the above problems. Therefore, one may not

expect a rapid increase in inflows from FDI and GDRs/ADRs in the near future.

Though the interest rate on ECB is lower compared to Rupee borrowings, this

advantage is wiped out due to exchange rate fluctuations. As a result the Indian

borrower has to pay more Rupees per US Dollar towards principal debt repayment
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compared to the quantum of Rupees he received while borrowing originally in Dollars.

Most of the Indian infrastructure companies which have undertaken road projects

do not have much export earnings (barring a few large players who have considerable

project exports) and therefore they run the risk of incurring losses due to foreign

exchange rate fluctuations. Some large corporates, especially those who operate

their projects under PPP model that are of large scale, and had borrowed earlier

ECB funds, have now started prematurely paying back the foreign currency debt in

view of rapid appreciation of the US Dollar against the Rupee. These larger outflows

of FIIs and ECB loans have contributed to further fall in the Rupee value against the

US Dollar.

Domestic woes

The asset liability mismatch of the Indian commercial banks in lending for longer

duration infrastructure projects and the ceiling on sector wise exposure as per RBI

guidelines based on the prudential norms would restrict the flow of domestic bank

credit to infrastructure.

The non-performing assets of banking sector increased to 1.28 per cent in 2011-12

from 0.97 per cent in 2010-11 due to slowdown in the economy. According to CRISIL

(August 2012) the portfolio of restructured loans are to the tune of Rs.1.6 trillion in

2012 and first quarter of 2013 and these loans mostly relate to power, infrastructure

and construction activities. CRISIL revised its estimates of restructured loans of

Indian banks to Rs.3.25 trillion by March 2013 from its original estimates of Rs.2

trillion. The NPAs of all banks increased to 3.6 per cent in September 2012 and

estimated to reach 4 per cent by March 2013. During 2012-13 the restructured loan

portfolio of Indian banks under CDR mechanism is estimated at Rs.71,000 crores

compared to Rs.40,000 crores  in the year 2011-12.

Delays in implementation of major infrastructure projects has led to Rs.52,445

crores escalation in their original cost estimates from Rs.1,45,271 crores to

Rs.1,97,716 crores as on 31st May 2012 .
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Table 2 :  Cost escalation due to implementation delays

Category No of Original cost Revised estimates Net increase in

projects (Rs. Crores) (Rs. Crores) cost (Rs. Crores)

Power   28   86,681.80   99,654.00 12,972.20

Railways   36   25,089.00   62,483.00 37,394.00

Roads   84   33,500.20   35,579.00   2,078.80

Total 148 1,45,271.00 1,97,716.00 52,445.00

Source: Deccan Chronicle dated 21st August 2012

Indian infrastructure industry has genuine requirement of increasing funding needs

on account of the above mentioned factors. Sources of funding (both domestic and

overseas) available to meet the increasing funding needs have their own constraints

and limitations. The global financial crisis has sprinkled salt on the wounds, thereby

posing further challenges in financial management of large infrastructure projects.

Issues in raising funds

Banks and financial institutions should be encouraged to finance these PPP models

on securitization of future cash flows for longer tenor at competitive interest rates

so that these are financially viable. However, there are several practical constraints

faced by banks in this regard as they already have a very high exposure to

infrastructure sector. In quite a few cases delays in project implementation have

resulted in rescheduling of debt repayment. The mounting NPAs of banks in

infrastructure sector are also a matter of concern which have made them go slow

on infrastructure lending.

Asset liability mismatch of Indian commercial banks in lending longer duration

infrastructure projects and the ceiling on sector wise exposure as per RBI guidelines

based on the prudential norms would restrict the flow of domestic bank credit to

infrastructure. Therefore, an innovative approach is needed to find a viable solution

to this problem. There is also a need for finding additional resources to fund the

infrastructure industry needs, especially those that operate under PPP model, which

require larger funds and for longer duration.

Major untapped fund sources in India

According to Global Financial Integrity Report (http://india.gfintegrity.org/) the

black money stashed abroad during the period 1948-2008 is estimated at the US$

213 billion, which is equivalent to US$ 462 billion (based on short term US Treasury

bill rate in 2008). A channel must be provided to put this to productive use.
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India is also one of the major consumers of Gold. Indian households possess the

largest stock of gold in the world, estimated to be more than 18,000 tons according

to World Gold Council. As per the study of CMIE macro economic forecast - 2020,

more than two-third’s of Indian gold demand is propelled by the population who

live in villages. One reason for this demand could be tradition and customs. Yet

another reason could be lack of banking facilities. As per the census 2011 data

54.4 per cent of the rural population avail banking services. As on 31st March 2013,

out of total bank branches of 102,343 in the country, 37,953 bank branches were in

rural areas. (http://financialservices.gov.in/banking/Overviewofefforts.pdf)

It is estimated that the demand for gold will decline in view of appreciation of the

US dollar and gold prices taking a dip in global markets. Indian government expects

the gold imports to come down as the import duty on gold is increased to 8% in June

2013. Gold imports during January-March 2013 were expected to be lower by 24%.

India’s gold imports during the months of April and May 2013 were at 142.5 tons and

162 tons respectively. As per the RBI data, India’s gold imports during April -December

2013 amounted to the US$ 37.8 billion as against US$ 41.70 billion during the period

April -December 2012. This reduction in imports is on account of increase in import

duty and the drop in gold prices. However, in the Indian context there is a possibility

of gold imports not reducing significantly as the current decline in gold prices may

induce the people to buy more gold. As the Indian capital markets are not currently

attractive and the real estate prices have witnessed volatility in recent years, it is

expected that Indians out of convention and tradition would be inclined to continue

buying gold. Due to this more innovative methods are needed to design financial

instruments to channelize black money and gold into productive activities rather

than a mere tinkering with the import duty hike on gold to find a long term solution

to these two contentious issues.

Steps and innovative financial instruments

Tax exemption could be one of the measures to get back the black money into the

system to raise the required financial resources for implementation of the projects

of national importance like national highways. So also with rural health care where

PPP models require massive resources. Government can even think of paying annual

interest (by making it tax free) and return principle in phased manner commencing

at the end of 10 years and issue bonds under a SPV like India Infrastructure Bond

with maturity ranging from 15 to 20 years. Similarly, government has to think of

introducing an innovative and attractive financial instrument to channelize the

idle gold lying with the people and develop secondary market to generate liquidity

into the system.

An attractive gold bond scheme can be introduced to induce the people to deposit

their gold with the banks under trust receipts with the option of maturity payment
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in either gold or equivalent cash. These trust receipts could contain a clause

authorizing banks to raise funds against the gold deposited so that a derivative

financial instrument can be floated by the banks. Government can give a counter

guarantee (comfort of repayment) to these derivative financial instruments so that

active primary and secondary markets can be developed by encouraging players

from India and abroad. The funds so mobilized could be used by banks for long term

infrastructure projects of national importance, including the proposed PPP models

in rural health care. To make this gold bond scheme flexible and popular people

may be permitted to withdraw their gold ornaments on special occasions and

redeposit once the occasions are over.

Global economic history has proved that excessive dependence on overseas

borrowing/investment is neither fully possible nor advisable. We need to focus on

mobilizing funds through innovative ways, with special emphasis on black money

and gold which are substantial but lying idle, to augment resources required for

infrastructure development.

Conclusion

Indian infrastructure sector has potential to grow. Twelfth Five Year Plan envisages

an expenditure of US$ 1 trillion in infrastructure, wherein the share of private

sector is expected to be 50 per cent.  Roadways constitute 12 per cent of the total

infrastructure which is very significant. PPP models have been used popularly in

road sector during the 11th Five Year Plan, and will continue to remain an important

instrument in the 12th Five Year Plan as well. Banks in India face concerns of asset

liability mismatch while funding large infrastructure projects as they are of longer

duration spanning over 10 to 20 years. Indian banks also have restrictions on quantum

of lending as they have to follow the RBI guidelines on per borrower exposure as

well as sectoral cap as per the prudential norms. ECB, FDI, ADRs/GDRs are the

other alternative sources of raising funds from abroad for long term requirements.

The current global crisis has posed challenges in raising funds from abroad to meet

the increasing demands of the Indian infrastructure. We need to explore other

alternative options that are more viable to raise the required resources in order to

keep the India’s growth story going. In this context the authors have suggested two

innovative financial instruments from untapped source of funds viz., black money

and gold to generate the required flow of money into the economy as a long term

solution.
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Introduction

Retailing is one of the dominant sectors in the country. Till recently India was

projected at the top of the fastest emerging retail markets of the world (A.T.

Kearney Reports, 2005-07). With approximately 300 new malls, 1500 supermarkets

and 325 departmental stores currently being built in the cities across the country,

the sector contributes 10 per cent of the GDP, and is estimated to show 20 per cent

annual growth rate by the end of the decade as against the current growth rate of

8.5 per cent (Pandit and Tejani, 2011).

At the onset of 1980s that manufacturer’s retail chains like DCM, Gwalior Suitings,

Bombay Dying, Calico, Titan and others came forward to open their outlets in metros

and small towns. Multi-brand retailers came into the picture during the 1990s.

Shopping centres emerged from 1995 onwards (Sinha and Kar, 2007). We have

witnessed opening of retail stores in different parts of the country during the last

decade.

Food and grocery retailing had been dominant since the inception of organized

retailing in our context in the past few years. Clothing has also emerged as one of

the leading sectors in terms of growth and output. With multinationals coming to

the market consumers are exposed to the international brands. This has also

coincided with increase in the income levels of the citizens of India over the past

few years (Ernest and Young, 2005).

Although the organised stores have shown their presence in big cities (KPMG Indian

Retail Survey, 2006), the emergence of apparel and footwear retail stores in smaller

cities of the country (India Retail Report, 2005) is definitely an attempt to tap the

potential in the market.
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This study examines attitude of consumers towards organised retailing in Tier I and

Tier II cities. Also, the study tries to understand the actual buying behaviour of the

consumers towards this format of retailing in both categories of cities.

Review of literature

Attitude is an important constituent factor in determining the behaviour. Attitude

is a mental and neural state of readiness, organized through experience, exerting a

directive or dynamic influence upon the individual’s response to all objects and

situations with which it is related (Allport, 1935). It is also defined as a predisposition

of the individual to evaluate a particular psychological object in favourable or

unfavourable way (Katz, 1960). Some others have claimed it to be a term including

extensive range of affective behaviours (Kobella, 1989).

Where cognitive responses are administrated by the thoughts about an attitude

object, affective responses deal with assessment and feelings expressed verbally

or through reactions towards object for which attitude has been formed. Behavioural

responses on the other hand have been identified as either expressions of behavioural

intentions or overt observed acts (Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005; Solomon, 2009).

Where, in general, attitude has been defined as the most unique and crucial concept

in different spheres, particularly in the field of marketing, it is one of the most

important concepts without whose understanding, the marketers cannot tap the

potential in the market. An attitude, in marketing terms, has been defined as a

general evaluation of a product or service formed over time (Solomon, 2009).

Consumer attitude is liking, endorsement or preference of the consumers towards

product attributes which are used by consumers to make decision regarding the

type of product to be purchased (Kinnear and Taylor, 1996).  Consumer’s attitude is

the integration of consumer’s beliefs and knowledge which leads toward actions

and influence consumer’s intentions to perform behaviours. Chaniotakis et al (2010)

claimed consumer’s attitude to be a function of trust, familiarity of the product in

question and their economic situation.  Hence, where an attitude satisfies a personal

motive, at the same time it influences the shopping and buying habits of consumers.

Therefore, the marketers must first try to understand the attitude of consumer

towards their products and to influence their behaviour through sales promotion

techniques (Peter and Olson, 2005).

Research methodology

In the present study Fishbein’s Multi-attribute attitude model has been adopted to

determine the attitude of consumers towards organised apparel stores in Tier I and

Tier II cities.
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Fishbein attitude model

Fishbein multi-attribute attitude model has been widely accepted by the researcher

for determining consumer attitude. Also, this model has been found to be most

influential in marketing studies (Fishbein, 1980). The model projects that an

individual’s overall attitude towards an object is derived from his/her beliefs and

feelings towards different attributes of the object (Ahtola, 1975). This model is

based on the assumption that to understand the human behaviour, the measurement

of attitude should not only be based on determining attitudes toward the object,

but also it should focus on assessing the attitudes toward performing behaviour

relating to them. Fishbein further explains that two components, viz., the strength

of the beliefs (b) about this behaviour, and the individual’s subjective evaluation of

those beliefs (e) are significant in determining the attitude towards performing a

behaviour. The model proposes that the attitude of an individual towards any

psychological object can be determined by using the following formula:

          n

AB = Σbi ei

        i = 1

where:

AB = Attitude toward the object

    b
i
= Strength of the belief that the object has attribute ‘i’

    e
i
= Evaluation of attribute ‘i’

    n = Number of salient beliefs about the object

As evident from the above discussion belief strength and evaluation of the salient

beliefs determine consumers’ attitudes towards a product. Belief strength is the

deemed probability of association between an object and its various attributes

(Peter and Olson, 2005). This reflects attributes of the product which are known to

the consumer and how much they believe it to be so. Belief strength is measured by

asking consumers to rate the attributes based on the probability of association

these attributes have with each of their salient beliefs (Fishbein, 1980). Belief

evaluation reflects how favourably the consumer perceives that attribute. The scale

for the study was designed to find out the most important attributes forming

consumers’ attitude towards apparel retail stores in both Tier I and Tier II cities.

Based on the above discussion, following null hypothesis was developed:

H01: Attitude of consumers of Tier I and Tier II cities do not differ towards

organised apparel retail stores.

Although Fishbien-multi attribute attitude model has been regarded as one of the

best measures to determine attitude of consumers, yet certain objections regarding

interpretation of attitude score to determine the behaviour of consumers have

been raised by the scholars. De Fleur and Westie (1963) raised doubts towards the
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tricky concept of attitude measurement itself. They opined that an individual’s

behaviour cannot be shaped, guided or mediated by an unobservable variable,

instead it can only be observed when the individual is performing a task.

Furthermore, Tittle and Hill (1967) observed that the level of correspondence

between attitude and behaviour is dependent on (a) the measurement technique

employed, (b) the degree to which criterion behaviour constitutes action within

the individuals’ common range of experience, and (c) the degree to which the

behavioural situation occurred repetitively in the life of the individual. Keeping in

mind the above discussion, the study also tried to determine if the attitude really

leads to behaviour or is there some deviation. Hence, to determine this, one question

aimed at measuring the buying behaviour of consumers from organised apparel

retail stores was added to the questionnaire - How often do you buy apparel from

a particular retailer?

Furthermore, Wilkie and Pessemier (1973) claimed that apart from attitude, certain

other factors can also affect the buying behaviour of the consumers. Supporting

this claim, many scholars in the past have found a direct relation of income on the

respondents’ buying behaviour which means that respondents with higher income

level tended to buy more expensive articles in comparison to respondents with

lesser income (Herrington and Capella, 1996; Summers and Wozniak, 1990;

Shah,2012; Mai et al., 2003; Abratt and Goodey, 1990).  The family size was also

found to contribute significantly towards buying behaviour of individual especially

from the point of view of money spent (Herrington and Capella, 1996; Akbay et al.,

2007; Behling, 1992, Park and Widdows, 2001; Roth and Klein, 1993). Hence, it also

becomes imperative to determine if any such relation exists in Indian context.

Therefore, following hypothesis was formulated to determine the relation of these

two demographics with the buying behaviour of the respondents:

H02: Income and family size of customers have no affect on their buying behaviour

towards organised apparel stores.

Sample size and profile of respondents

The analysis is based on 600 valid responses obtained by  using mall intercept

technique in six selected cities of India viz., Bangalore, Delhi, Pune (Tier I) and

Amritsar, Jalandhar, Ludhiana (Tier II). In the present study, data was examined by

following the methodology as recommended by Hair et al. (2010).

Table I presents the demographic profile of the sample. While 26.3 per cent

respondents were from youngest age group, 38 per cent of the respondents were

belonging to 26-35 years age group. Another 25.7 per cent were from 36-45 years

age group. Female respondents made up 52.3 per cent of the total.  Majority of the

respondents were married (58.8%). Slightly more than one-third of the respondents

were from salaried class (35.76%) and 22.7 per cent of the total were students,
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followed by 20.3. per cent businessmen. As regards income category, 42.7 per cent

respondents belonged to Rs. 2.5-4 lakh annual income group and 37.2 per cent

respondents were from above Rs. 4 lakh annual income category. A substantial

proportion (46.7 per cent) of respondents had post graduate education, 36.3 per

cent were graduates. Those with four members in the family (42.5 per cent)

dominated the group, followed by those with three-member per family (31 per

cent).

Table 1 : Demographic profile of respondents

Categories Particulars No. of Respondents (%)

Age (Years) Up to 25 158 (26.3)

26-35 228 (38.0)

36-45 154 (25.7)

46-55 46 (7.7)

56  and above 14 (2.3)

Gender Male 286 (47.7)

Female 314 (52.3)

Marital status Single 223 (37.2)

Married 353 (58.8)

Widow/ Widower 18 (3.0)

Divorcee 6 (1.0)

Occupation Student 136 (22.7)

Business 122 (20.3)

Salaried 214 (35.7)

Professional 105 (17.5)

Unemployed 23 (3.8)

Annual family income (in Rs.) Under 1 Lakh 11 (1.8)

1-2.5 Lakhs 110 (18.3)

2.5-4 Lakhs 256 (42.7)

Above 4 Lakhs 223 (37.2)

Qualification Higher Secondary 59 (9.8)

Graduation 218 (36.3)

Post Graduation 280 (46.7)

Any other 43 (7.2)

Family size Two 54 (9.0)

Three 186 (31.0)

Four 255 (42.5)

Five or more 105 (17.5)
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Scale attributes

In order to determine the attitude of respondents 30 attributes relating to apparel

and stores were considered (Table 2). These attributes were based on  the published

literature.

Table 2 : Attributes measuring importance attached for buying apparel

Fitting of the clothes Durability Easy to handle

Price Comfort Quality

Colour Attractiveness Fashionable

Brand name Availability of clothes as per occasion Alternative modes

of payment

Size Design of fabric Creativity

Type of fabric Range of products Apparel design

Discount Packaging Variety

Ease to shop Payment security Warranty

Attractive look Color fastness of fabric Designer label

Status symbol Advertisement of apparels Pleasing to others

Firstly, the respondents were asked to mark the level of importance they give to

the respective attribute while buying apparel. A seven point Likert scale ranging

from ‘Extremely Important’ to ‘Extremely unimportant’ was used for recording

their responses. The responses were scored from  +3 (Extremely important) to -3

(Extremely unimportant). These scores formed e
i 
component of the model.

Secondly, the respondents were asked to react on availability or otherwise of the

same attribute in the organised apparel retail stores. These scores formed b
i 
part

of the model. Then, both these components – importance and availability - were

multiplied to determine the attitude score of the respondent towards the attribute.

Thirdly, to facilitate the respondents in answering the question about their buying

behaviour four adjectives were given  -Very rarely (once in a year), Occasionally

(once in six months), Frequently (once in three months) and Most of the times

(every month).

Cronbach’s alpha was measured to check the reliability of the scale. The values

were found to be .788 and .823 for both the components of the model i.e. strength

of the belief that the object has attribute (b
i
) and evaluation of attribute (e

i
),

which are found to be above satisfactory level.
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Data analysis

As the hypothesis H
01 

concerned with comparing the attitude of consumers from

Tier I and Tier II cities towards organised apparel stores, an independent t-test was

used to compare the mean scores of both the categories of cities. Overall mean

score of the scale for respondents from Tier I cities was found to be 98.26, whereas

for respondents from Tier II cities it was 93.29. There is no statistically significant

difference in the attitude of respondents from Tier I and Tier II cities towards

organised apparel stores (t=-1.250, df= 598, p=.212). Hence, the null hypothesis

H
01

 that there exist no significant differences in the attitude of consumers towards

organised apparel stores was accepted.

Table 3 : Summarized values of all the attributes

Levene’s t-test

test for for

Mean equality equality

Attributes (b
i 
) Assertion (e

i 
) Score of of

variances means

Tier I Tier II F t (df =

Cities Cities 598)

Fitting of the There is always some problem 1.83 2.00 1.06 -.37

clothes relating to fitting of clothes

bought from this retailer

Durability Clothes bought from the retailer 3.79 3.37 21.87** 1.61

are generally durable.

Easy to handle Clothes bought from the 3.54 3.12 29.72** 1.84

retailers are easy to care

Price The retailer offers apparel -.903 -3.79 76.95** 81.39**

at reasonable price

Comfort Clothes bought from this 4.58 4.18 0.84 1.44

retailer are generally

comfortable

Quality The quality of clothes bought 6.04 6.41 5.50* 5.32

from this retailer is always

better

Colour You are able to find the cloth 2.82 2.25 5.86* 4.54

of your color choice from this

retailer

Attractiveness Cloths offered by this retailer 6.13 5.96 2.98 0.66

are generally attractive
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Fashionable This retailer offers fashionable 5.13 5.60 0.31 -1.84

clothes at the outlet

Brand name This apparel retailer offers 4.89 4.40 24.02** 1.42

branded apparels

Availability of You are always able to find a 2.90 3.37 3.04 1.39

clothes as per cloth as per occasion from this

occasion retailer

Variety This retailer offers you variety 2.96 4.12 2.43* 3.53*

of apparels to determine your

choice of style

Size Clothes of all sizes are available 5.47 4.98 12.48** 1.99

with this retailer

Design of This retailer offers unique 4.99 5.23 1.67 1.21

fabric fabric design

Creativity Clothes available with this 4.03 4.55 0.78 2.42

retailer are always very creative

Type of fabric This retailer offers fabric made 4.45 4.32 7.23* 0.19

up of good content

Range of This retailer offers better range 3.396 3.863 5.30* 2.55

products of products

Apparel design Apparel designs offered by 3.12 3.04 0.06 .261

this retailer are always unique

Discount This retailer offers handsome 0.53 -0.88 7.36* 24.82**

discount on apparel shopping

Packaging The packaging of this retailer is 1.65 2.14 3.93 -1.19

always handy and attractive

Alternative This retailer provides different 2.57 2.08 2.72* 1.13

 modes of mode of making payment such

payment as credit card, cheque facility

etc.

Ease to shop It’s always easy to shop from 4.13 4.23 0.74 -0.34

this retailer

Payment Shoppers can always feel secure 3.29 2.39 14.49* 5.89

security about the payment made by

them to the retailer

Warranty This retailer always offers 2.4 1.59 0.20 2.24

warranty on cloths sold

Attractive look Looks of the apparels sold by 5.02 5.44 0.52 -1.84

this retailer always attract

customers
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Colour fastness Apparels sold by this retailer 3.11 2.94 0.32 0.47

of fabricare colour fasten

Designer label This retailer provides apparel 1.05 0.41 6.09* 2.15

with designer labels

Status symbol Products bought from this 1.91 1.04 32.44** 3.95

retailer depict status symbol

Advertisement Apparels sold by this retailer 0.37 1.65 1.10 -2.96

of apparels are highly promoted in media

Pleasing to Apparel brought from this 3.07 3.22 2.89 -0.44

others retailer always pleases others

n=600 Overall mean score 98.26 93.29

A series of t-tests were carried out on the mean scores of all the 30 attributes to

determine if the respondents from both Tier I and Tier II cities gave similar evaluation

to the attributes. Prior to that, Levene test of Homogeneity of Variances was

applied to determine the suitability of t-test for determining the differences among

the respondents from both the categories.*

As it is evident from Table 3 (column six) no difference in the attitude of respondents

from the two categories of cities was observed for 27 attributes. However, t-statistics

was found to be significant for three attributes such as ‘price’, ‘variety’ and

‘discount’ indicating differences amongst the respondents of two sets of cities

towards these attributes.

On further analysis, the attitude score of respondents from Tier I cities for attribute

‘price’ was found to be negative, yet the value for Tier II cities for the same attribute

was observed to be around five times more negative than the Tier I cities. In depth

analysis further revealed that the respondents from both Tier I and Tier II cities

attached high level of importance to price. However, 65 per cent of the respondents

from Tier I and 91 per cent from Tier II cities were found to be in disagreement with

the assertion that the organised retailer offer clothing at reasonable price. This

*  It is suggested that independent samples t-test should be used if the variances among

the groups are homogeneous. Otherwise, the application of Welch t-test is suggested to

find out the difference between the means of the groups. Furthermore, as all the 30

attributes are mutually dependent the probability of Type 1 Error (i.e. rejecting the null

hypothesis when it is true) increases on using 30 additional tests. Hence, the study used

Dunn Method of multiple comparisons (Dunn, 1961) to determine the critical values of F.

This method uses the Bonferroni inequality for determining the critical values of F. With

Dunn method of multiple comparisons,  critical values of F increase as  number of comparisons

increase. In this study, the significance level was fixed at 0.05. To avoid Type 1 error, Dunn

suggests that the level of significance should be divided by the number of comparisons to

decide the new level of significance. Therefore, the level of significance that was used to

compare respondents from Tier I and Tier II cities on each attribute separately was fixed at

0.002 (0.05/30 = 0.0017).
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finding clearly reveals that the consumers from Tier II cities regard prices of apparel

sold in organised stores to be on the higher side.

For attribute relating to ‘variety’, respondents from Tier II cities were observed to

possess more positive attitude as compared to those from Tier I cities. This was due

to the reason that 65 per cent respondent from Tier II cities regarded it as extremely

important as compared to 35 per cent from Tier I cities.

As far as the attribute ‘discount’ is concerned, the overall score of Tier I respondents

was observed to be positive, the same was found to be negative for those from the

Tier II cities. This difference in attitude was due to higher level of importance

attached to the attribute by those from Tier II cities than the respondents from Tier

I cities. This finding clearly reveals that the buying decision of consumers from Tier

II cities, by and large, depends on the discount offered by these stores. However,

the consumers from Tier I cities were observed to be giving lesser importance to

discount offered while buying from these stores.

Fishbein model states that attitude of consumers lead to their buying behaviour. In

the present study, the attitude of respondents of both Tier I and Tier II cities was

found to be positive towards organised apparel stores. Hence, the consumers from

both categories of cities should be frequent buyers from this format of retailing. To

understand the trend in buying behaviour from organised stores, descriptive analysis

was carried out. (Table 4)

Table 4 : Frequency of purchase from organised retail stores

Tier I cities Tier II cities

Frequency (%) Frequency (%)

Very rarely 14 (4.7) 26 (8.7)

Occasionally 77 (25.7) 134 (44.7)

Frequently 139 (46.3) 86 (28.7)

Most of the times 70 (23.3) 54 (18.0)

Total 300 (100.0) 300 (100.0)

Table 4 shows that 46.7 per cent of the respondents from Tier II cities claimed to be

regular buyers (frequently + Most of the times) from organised apparel stores, as

against about 70 per cent from Tier I cities. However, to statistically verify differences

in the buying behaviour of respondents from both categories of cities, chi-square

analysis was made. The results revealed a significant difference (Chi-square=20.443,

df=3, p <.000). From the above, it may be derived that though buying behaviour of
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respondents towards organised apparel stores from Tier I cities was in agreement

with Fishbein model, yet for Tier II cities, it was found to be different.

The above finding was clearly in agreement with Wilkie and Pessemier (1973) that

apart from attitude, other factors may also impact the buying behaviour of

consumers. Hence, to further understand the role of income in affecting the buying

behaviour of consumers descriptive analysis was made. The results derived have

been depicted in table 5. Chi-square tests were carried out on the income-wise

distribution of buying behaviour.

Table 5 : Cross tabulations of Tier I and Tier II respondents for buying

behaviour for organised apparel stores

Tier I Cities Tier II Cities

How often you buy How often you buy

Under 3 2 0 0 5 0 6 0 0 6

1 Lakh

1-2.5 4 18 28 5 55 11 41 3 0 55

Lakh

2.5-4 7 35 46 35 123 15 58 29 31 133

Lakh

Above 0 22 65 30 117 0 29 54 23 106

4 Lakh

Total 14 77 136 70 300 26 134 86 54 300

Application of chi-square statistics revealed significant differences in the buying

behaviour of the consumers categorised on the basis of income (Chi-Square=86.725,

df=9 p<.000. For this analysis Tier I and II samples were collapsed into one category).

It may easily be concluded that the findings are in agreement with Summers and

Wozniak, (1990); Shah, Asifo, 2012; Mai et al., (2003); Abratt and Goodey,(1990)

that income of the consumers affect their buying behaviour.

It may be derived from Table 5 that where almost all the respondents from lower

income groups (below Rs. 1 lakh and Rs. 1-2.5 lakhs) from Tier II cities reported to

buy very rarely or occasionally from organised apparel stores, in Tier I cities some

of the respondents from Rs. 1-2.5 lakhs income group mentioned to be frequent

buyers. As regards Tier I cities 65.8 per cent belonging to Rs. 2.5-4 lakhs income

group were found to be regular buyers  and 45 per cent from Tier II cities had
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similar behaviour. Also, 81 per cent from Tier I cities and 72.6 per cent from Tier II

belonging to highest income group were observed to be frequent buyers of apparel

from organised apparel stores.

Furthermore, an attempt was made to determine the buying behaviour of

respondents considering their family size. (Table 6).

Table 6 : Distribution of respondents on buying behaviour & family size

from organised apparel stores

Tier I Cities Tier II Cities

How often you buy How often you buy

Under 3 2 0 0 5 0 6 0 0 6

1 Lakh

Two 0 10 14 5 29 1 17 6 1 25

Three 7 11 67 6 91 12 27 51 5 95

Four 3 41 37 46 127 8 52 23 45 128

Five or

above 4 18 18 13 53 4 26 14 8 52

Total 14 80 136 70 300 25 122 94 59 300

To establish any significant difference among the respondents from both categories

of cities towards their buying behaviour from organised apparel stores, Chi-square

test was applied. Chi-square statistics revealed statistically significant difference

in the apparel buying behaviour of consumers from organised stores categorised on

the basis of family size (Chi-square= 119.12, df=9, p<.000. For this analysis Tier I

and II samples were collapsed into one category). This means that with variation in

the family size, the buying behaviour of the consumers also changes. This finding

was also in agreement with past researchers like Herrington and Capella(1996),

Akbay et al, (2007); Behling, (1992), Park and Widdows, (2001), Roth and Klein

(1993).

A closer look at the data for Tier I and Tier II cities independently show that the

percentage of respondents opting to buy from organised stores decreased as the

number of family members increased. However, this decrease was found to be

significant amongst the respondents from Tier I cities. Whereas in Tier II cities,

58.9 per cent respondents with three members in their family reported buying
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more often (Frequently + Most of the times), this percentage decreased to 53.1

and 42.3 in case of respondents with 4, 5 or more. On the other hand, 80 per cent

respondents from Tier I cities with three members in the family expressed similar

buying behaviour towards organised stores. Again, this percentage fell to 65.3 and

58.5 for respondents with family size of 4, 5 or above.

From the above discussion it may be concluded that income level and the number

of members in the family do have an impact on buying behaviour of consumers.

Hence, the null hypothesis H
02

 that income and family size have no affect on the

buying behaviour of consumers from organised apparel stores was rejected.

Conclusion

The findings clearly reveal that consumers from both Tier I and Tier II cities have

positive attitude towards organised apparel stores. There is no significant difference

in the attitude of consumers from these groups of cities. Also, no statistically

significant difference was found between the consumers from the two types of

cities towards most of the thirty attributes included in the context.

Significant difference in the buying behaviour of respondents from both categories

of cities was observed. Respondents from Tier I cities were found to be regular

buyers from organised stores than those from Tier II cities. Also, income and family

size was found to be important factors affecting buying behaviour of respondents.

Although the results indicate possible high sales volume in big cities, it also raises

hope for organised stores to capture apparel retail market in small cities too. Pricing

policy, along with discount offers can definitely help these retailers to sell more

products in Tier II cities, as they emerge as relevant factors for the respondents in

such cities.
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Lapsation of Life Insurance Policies:

A Study on the Role of Remuneration Structure

Life insurance product is intangible, long term in nature and requires a considerable

amount of explanation of the intricacies of the product with face to face contact

while selling it. This has necessitated a vigorous intermediary system to reach out

to the customers/policy holders across the expanse of a populous and vast country

like India. Study of Sinha et al (2012) identified the per capita number of agents is

also one of the influencing factor for the insurance penetration and density. Year

2011-12 witnessed 10.63 per cent decrease in the number of individual agents. The

number has gone down from 26.39 lakhs as on 31st March, 2011 to 23.59 lakh as on

31st March, 2012. In 2011-12, while the total number of agents appointed was 7.14

lakh, the number of agents terminated was as high as 9.95 lakh. Especially while

private insurers appointed 3.68 lakh agents in the year 2011-12, 5.89 lakh agents

were terminated. Even in the case of corporate agents, while 134 new agents were

added during 2011-12, licenses of 1417 corporate agents were cancelled. One major

concern that emerges from this data is the high proportion of attrition. This high

attrition may adversely affect life insurers’ business, policy persistency and public

perception of the agency channel as a stable career. Remuneration structure (in

the form commission) may be one of the reasons for the attrition of the agency

force vis-à-vis policy persistency. The present study is on the role of commission

structure on policy persistency such as lapsation of life insurance policies.

Lapsation

India has witnessed a full circle from being an open competitive market to nationalize

and back to the liberalized regime. Lapsation of life insurance policies is a burning

problem in the life insurance industry in India in all these phases. 30 to 50 per cent

of lapsation in the duration of three years is common for the leading insurance

companies before nationalization. As per the Ganeshan Committee Report (1995)

the combined experience of all Indian insurers prior to nationalization was about

27 to 36 per cent. Since nationalization in 1956 to opening of the sector in the year

2000, 26 to 36 per cent of lapsation in the duration of the three years is the

* Associate Professor, Dept. of Economics & Finance, IBS, Hyderabad. (padmavathi.v

@ibsindia.org)
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experience of LIC. On an average 6.6 per cent was common for net lapses to mean

life insurance business in force with LIC. On an average, 18 per cent of first premium

lapsation was common for LIC till opening of the sector in 2000. Now, after opening

of the sector with multiple players, attrition of agents and churning the policies

are additions to the problem of lapsation rates to business in force. The percentage

of lapse ratio to mean non-linked life insurance business in force during the years

2005 – 2012 is given in the following Table 1.

Table 1 : Lapse ratio to mean non-linked life insurance business in force (%)

No. Insurer 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

1 Bajaj Az Life 20 17 19 14 17 10.7 21.4

2 Reliance Life 28 35 21 40 31 15.7 38.5

3 Avivalife 65 57 80 59 24 31.0 27.8

4 Birla Sun Life 4 4 6 9 39 71.6 51.0

5 HDFC Std Life 7 4 4 6 8 5.0 4.2

6 ICICI Pru Life 29 26 40 53 81 46.5 41.9

7 Ing Vysya Life 20 17 17 16 19 13.9 12.3

8 LIC 5 4 6 4 4 4.9 5.0

9 Max Ny Life 22 25 17 19 23 13.3 12.6

10 Met Life 37 34 24 18 25 30.7 29.8

11 Kotakom Life 25 17 17 19 14 11.6 16.0

12 SBI Life 9 19 16 9 7 6.6 9.4

13 Tata Aig Life 21 26 35 26 42 33.4 28.3

14 Sahara Life 32 21 24 22 21 15.5 13.8

15 Shriram Life 0 24 55 41 41 15.5 8.6

16 Bharati Axa Life NA 0 45 46 38 18.9 36.1

17 Future Generali Life NA NA 0 18 37 24.6 48.9

18 IDBI Fortis Life / NA NA 0 0 0 5.6 10.7

Federal

19 Canara HSBC Life NA NA NA 4 0 2.7 23.9

20 Aegon Religare NA NA NA 23 24 8.7 17.4

21 DLF Prameria NA NA NA 2 80 19.4 30.6

22 Star Union Dai-Ichi NA NA NA 1 4 17.9 23.4

23 Edelweiss Tokio NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.0

24 India First NA NA NA NA NA 0.0 4.4

Source: compiled from IRDA Annual Reports

• Lapse ratio during the year = Lapses (including forfeitures) during the year/Arithmetic

mean of the business in force at the beginning and at the end of the year

• NA: Not Applicable

• Includes Non-Linked Health Business, if any
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It is observed that though there is an improvement in the lapsation ratio of non-

linked business (term, group, health and endowment plans) of some companies in

the financial year 2012; it is doubled for some companies compared to 2011. It is

very clear that no insurance company had a lapsation rate less than four per cent.

While no single factor can be isolated for such a situation, the distributor has a

cognizable role to play in this regard. The rate of attrition and churning of policies

due to commission structure is an important area of study. There is an agreement

in the insurance regulatory system that high lapsation that occurs during the first

few years of the policy is caused by mis-selling— intentional or otherwise.

Remuneration (commission) structure and its implications

Life insurance is a long term contract. It involves continuation of premium payment

by the policyholder for a number of years. The Remuneration structure for selling

an insurance product is in the form of commission. The commission for the first

year can be a maximum of 40 per cent of the premium. This is 35 per cent of the

year’s premium for an insurer who has completed 10 years of his business. In years

two and three, the caps are 7.5 per cent, and five per cent thereafter. These are

the maximum caps and serve as a ceiling rather than a floor. This high front-loading

of commissions is allowed by the Insurance Act, 1938.

• This remuneration system might encourage quantum of sales but impacts

persistency. Because of the present remuneration system the agent will go

more for new business, rather than renewal business. The result is lapsation.

• The chief cause of mis-selling is the incentive structure that induces agents

to look after their own interest rather than that of the customer.

• The role of agent ‘at the point of sale’ is induced to sell the product, where

the commission is high. ‘After the sale’ he has little interest in the renewal

business as it is less lucrative in comparison to new business with high first

year commission. Lack of after sales service can lead to lapsation (Padmavati,

2009)

• With the target based selling, they are forced to prospect the customer

without need based analysis. At the point of sale, in the spree of aggressive

selling agents are forced to sell the product with the companies’ promotional

strategy and related financial incentives than the demands of the prospective

customer. In fact, Insurance has never been perceived as a ‘risk management

tool’ in India. Till the year 2000, savings based products (endowment) were

encouraged by the life insurance industry. Since 2001 with the entrance of

private players linked products (Investment based products) were promoted

by companies with huge first year commissions. Naturally agents were forced

to align with the companies’ promotional strategies. This lack of product-

prospect matrix also leads to lapsation.
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Now, with multiple players, each time an agent switches companies, or a new

agent approaches a policyholder of some other company, they can potentially get

those customers to churn their old policy and buy a new one. Churning a product

that has a cost structure where the customer has paid in advance the service fee

for the next 10 to 50 years in the first three years is a harmful trade practice. With

no system in place to refund the commission paid for the years foregone, the

consumer ends up losing money and faith in the financial system itself. With no

system in call back the commission from the agent when the policy is lapsed, the

market struggles with lapsation and ends up with attrition of agents after new

business.

Lapsation is a cost to the company before it becomes paid up (Padmavati,2009).

The loading for initial expenses will be spread uniformly (for level premium policies)

over a specified period (say 2-5 years). If there are higher lapses in the early years

of the policy than those assumed while pricing the product and reserving basis is

not prudent with respect to lapses, there would be less scope for the company to

recoup the expenses, which results in capital strain for the company. Per policy

overhead expenses, fixed expenses will also increase with the increase in lapses

(Kannan, 2008). For this, final retail interface is of critical importance in ensuring

a good financial outcome from the transaction. Ensuring that the retail sales interface

does not mislead becomes imperative.

Pre and post sales role of agents

By understanding the role of an agent ‘at the point of sale’ and ‘after the sale’, and

the influence of remuneration system on sales approach, it is right time for a

fundamental change in agent remuneration for equitable life insurance market in

India. The current system is badly in need of repair. Something more realistic is

warranted for - a way of compensating producers that commensurate with their

vital role in keeping business on the books.

Mutual funds have gone no-load from 1stAugust 2009. The New Pension System (NPS)

has no entry or exit loads from the inception. IRDA also felt the need for a proper

study on the remuneration system and appointed the following committees.

• Committee on provisions of the Insurance Act 1938. Chairman:

K.P.Narasimhan (2005)

• Committee on distribution channels. Chairman:  N.M.Govardhan(2007)

• Committee on Investor awareness and protection constituted by the

Government of India. Chairman: D Swarup (2009)

• An exposure draft on “Persistency of life insurance policies” IRDA (July

2010)
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• An occasional paper on “Lapsation and its impact on Indian life insurance

industry” by R.Kannan, (2008)

These committees discussed the commission structure at a great length, though

they were not exclusively appointed for that.

N.M. Govardhan Committee 2007, recommends different commission for different

products for different channels, giving flexibility to the insurers within the overall

ceiling under section 40A of the Insurance Act.  Swaroop Committee recommended

setting global standards by following a no-load plus fee model for the entire financial

sector including life insurance. There was a lot of hue and cry in the market about

this recommendation because of the following complexities in prospecting the life

insurance customer.

• It is an unpleasant issue to remember (consequences of untimely death,

ill-health etc.)

• He thinks that it may not be applicable to him.

• He may not be aware of the suitable product available in the market to

suit his specific need.

• His financial awareness levels may not be sufficient to envisage the role

of insurance as a risk management tool.

As per guidelines issued by IRDA (11-02-2011) to individual agents the agency license

for agents with a persistency ratio less than 50 per cent will not be renewed and

Insurers are advised to allow transfer of policies to another agent and pay 50 per

cent of the deferred commission the original agent was eligible. The draft also

proposes charge back of commissions on lapsed policies and withholding a certain

portion of first year commission earned by an agent if persistency targets are not

met in the later years.

All the committees’ reports and recommendations which were discussed are the

opinions of higher officials.  But the opinions of the task force, who are responsible

for the new business, may throw light for the better remuneration system in relation

to lapsation. Against this backdrop, a pilot study was conducted.
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The survey of this paper is limited to life insurance agents of Hyderabad and

Secunderabad, Andhra Pradesh. The total number of respondents was  90 life

insurance agents. The collected information is analyzed by using techniques of

frequency, mean, and standard deviation. Some of the agents had difficulty in

understanding the exact essence of the questions posed and in giving response.

The questionnaire was broadly classified into three parts.

a) Company procedures which affect the sales practices of an agent.

b) Options for various commission structures with reasons.

c) Agent’s personal opinions on procurement and lapsation of business.

Analysis of the data on company procedures

It is interesting to note that none of the respondents informed that their respective

companies do not provide training to improve their sales techniques and product

knowledge. Further, a large percentage of respondents (88.9% each) appeared to

have been trained by their respective companies on the areas of money/capital

markets as well as on the business risk management. Most (91%) of the respondents

mentioned that they get a target pressure of minimum number of policies to sell.

Analysis of the data on options for commission structure

Ascertained responses for the above questions are presented in the Table 2

Table 2 : Opinions for commission structure

1 2 3 4 5 Mean S.D.

1. Do you agree leveling the entire agent 12 14 7 17 40 3.66 1.49

commission throughout the premium
payment period?

2. Do you agree deferment of paying 3 13 5 23 46 4.07 1.20

commission till the policy persists in the
books of accounts for one complete year?

3. Do you agree transferring of orphan 24 24 15 15 12 2.63 1.90

policies to another agent

4. If orphan policies are transferred to 13 20 10 17 30 3.34 1.48

another agent, 50% of the deferred
commission the original agent was eligible
for, should be paid to the present agent

5. If orphan policies are transferred to 11 6 13 28 32 3.71 1.33

another agent, 75% of the deferred
commission the original agent was eligible
for, should be paid to the present agent

6. If orphan policies are transferred to 32 13 13 17 15 2.67 1.52

another agent, 100% of the deferred
commission the original agent was eligible
for, should be paid to the present agent.
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7. Do you agree the renewal of agency is 24 24 11 17 14 2.70 1.43

subject to persistency?

8. If renewal of agencies are subject to 12 19 19 18 22 3.21 1.37

persistency – the average persistency
rate for each agent should be 50% in
terms of both policies and premium
procured by such agent

9. If renewal of agencies are subject to 7 15 19 21 28 3.53 1.29

persistency – the average persistency
rate for each agent should be 75% in
terms of both policies and premium
procured by such agent

10. Do you agree call back of commission on 4 7 5 29 45 4.16 1.11

lapsation of policy within 2 years?

11. Do you agree withholding a certain portion 4 6 9 26 45 4.13 1.12

of first year commission if persistency
targets are not met in the later years?

12. Do you agree that spouses or close 11 10 13 20 36 3.67 1.41

relatives of employees of insurers cannot
be hired as agents by the insurer?

13. Do you agree for fee base model (like in 4 12 14 7 53 4.03 1.29

the mutual funds) instead of present

commission structure?

Source: Responses from the survey

For the above questions, the five point scales were defined as:

1 – strongly agree;  2 – agree;  3 – moderate/neutral;  4 – disagree; 5 – strongly

disagree

Accordingly, a very low value (close to 1) of the mean score of the respondents

indicates that there is a stronger agreement for the particular question, and, vice-

versa, a very high average score (close to 5) means that agents have strong dis-

agreement for that question. An average mean score of around 3.0 indicates that

agents have more-or-less neutrality in their agreement / disagreement. Overall, a

mean score of less than 3.0 will lead to a conclusion that the general opinion of the

agents is towards agreement. Similarly, an average score of more than 3.0 will

interpret for a general opinion of the respondents towards dis-agreement. The

following Graph 1 depicts the responses on various commission structures (Question

no. 1 to 13) with their mean and standard deviation.
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Source: Responses from the survey

It may be mentioned that the lowest mean observed is 2.6 for transferring of orphan

policies to another agent.

It is observed that, the agents have not agreed to the questions posed except -

• Transferring orphan policies to another agent,

• Transferring orphan policies to another agent with 100% of the deferred

commission to the present agent, and

• The renewal of agency is subject to persistency.

There is a slight inclination towards agreeing in transferring orphan policies (Q.3, 6

& 8).

In contrast, there is a higher level of disagreement among those who responded (Q.

2, 10, 11 & 13) on

• Deferment of paying commission till the policy persists in the books of

accounts for one complete year,

• Call back of commission on lapsation of policy within two years,

• Withholding a certain portion of first year commission if persistency targets

are not met in the later years,

• Fee base model (like in the mutual funds) instead of present commission

structure.

To know the variation statistically, the standard deviations of responses under each

question were also computed, which exhibits further interesting findings. The

Graph 1 : Options for commission structure
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standard deviations for the questions, which have higher levels of disagreement

(higher average scores), are relatively low, indicating that there is greater level of

unanimous view. Also, the questions 3, 6 and 7 have comparatively higher standard

deviations, which have incidentally (slightly) inclined towards agreement. This leads

to the conclusion that although the respondents are grossly favoring/agreeing

(although only slightly) to these questions, they are not unanimous in their opinion

and so have wide divergence in their views.

The following are the reasons given by the agents on options of the commission

structure:

On enquiry of the reason for disagreement on levelized (annualized) commission

structure -

• Bringing first year business is more strenuous physically/financially than

collecting renewals. Conversion ratio is also very less,

• Initial expenses to procure the new business are more than the amount

of expenses for collecting the premium.

On enquiry of the reason for agreement on levelized (annualized) commission

structure -

• ULIPS may not need long term relation or service to the customer and

service charges for the agent are very low. Whereas for traditional or

long term contracts policy holder may need service of the agent like

premium collection, surrenders or bond indemnifying etc.,

• Consistency in regular income can be assured,

• Strong customer after sales service.

On enquiry of the reason for deferment of paying commission till the policy persists

in the books of accounts for one complete year -

• As there is no regular income and their survival is based on the commission,

they cannot wait for a whole one year,

• Deferred commission will not give sufficient motivation for procuring the

new business.

On enquiry of the reasons for accepting transferring of orphan policies to another

agent -

• Servicing the policy reduces lapse rate,

• Create incentive to the new agent to provide service to policyholders,

• 50 per cent commission was supported because there was no effort in

getting the business,
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• 100 per cent Commission was supported when service is given is complete.

On enquiry of the renewal of agency subject to persistency, there was a mixed

feeling of responses. Following are the reasons for this agreement -

• For better long service,

• For better persistency,

• For better responsibility,

• Moral responsibility.

Following are the reasons for this disagreement

• Sometimes customer is also responsible for lapsation,

• Agent is not the only one who is responsible for lapsation.

On enquiry on the call back of commission on lapsation of policy within two years,

almost all agents reacted with a strong disagreement with the following reasons.

• Agent is responsible for sale but not for lapsation,

• Agent is not the only one who is responsible for lapsation,

• Careless handling of policyholders by the company is also a reason for

lapsation. In that case, salary of Managers and Staff of the insurance

companies also should be called back,

• Financial problems of the policyholders also may be the cause of lapsation,

• Service is already provided by agent to the company by bringing first

premium and working hard to get that business,

• Their initial expenditure to close the sale is very high.

Of course they principally agreed on, “if all the policies brought in by a particular

agent are lapsing, there must be an enquiry. An action may be initiated against

such agent, if found fit beyond doubt.

Agent’s opinions on procurement and lapsation of business

It is observed that 97.8 per cent of the agents are of the opinion that even today,

most of the life insurance business is brought by them, but only 33.3 per cent of the

agents agreed that the lack of after sales service of an Agent is also responsible for

lapsation of life insurance policies.  Ninty per cent of the agents are under the

opinion that Lack of understanding of the importance of insurance policies by

Policyholder is responsible for lapsation. Only 38.9 per cent blamed the monitoring

systems of the company/manager are responsible for lapsation. 38.9 per cent of

the agents are under the opinion that there is nothing wrong in replacing the existing

policy and resultant lapsation.
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It would be interesting to obtain the views of the insurers as well as policyholders

on some of the above aspects.
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The problem

Failure in policing- imagined or real – often gets highlighted in the media giving a

body blow to police image.  There are many things that are not in control of a

police force. Yet, police have strived to improve their image. This article highlights

the issues and possibilities.

Important reason for public service inefficiency is in the very nature of the public

work. Service is a difficult proposition to measure. This is particularly so when the

service is delivered on request of the client. Police service suffer from this problem.

Police provide many services. While some functions are obvious, such as criminal

investigation and traffic enforcement, other duties, such as dealing with civil and

business disputes, are vague and thus difficult to define and measure.

Police give no formal inputs into the lawmaking process and have little control over

the causal factors of criminal activity. The force is often asked to enforce unrealistic

laws in our context. It should come as no great surprise to learn that police in India

is considered neither efficient nor effective. The surprise is that it works as well as

it does.

The police are the most visible entity of the criminal justice system. This visibility

is by design since the police are public service organizations that respond to

emergency calls for service. High visibility allows for rapid recognition of police

officers by innocent citizens as well as criminals. There are positive aspects to this

visibility - the uniform that allows the officer to assume command of a situation

quickly. There are also negative aspects – stereotyping - misdeed of one leads to a

distrust of all.

Notwithstanding an emerging service provider role, Indian Police is yet to be free

from colonial mindset as reflected in the following lines in terms of references of

Padmanabhaiah Committee (2000) set up by the Government of India in 2000.

* Serves in Indian Police Service and is currently Additional D.G. (Personnel), Andhra Pradesh

(usharraf@gmail.com)
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“The Police is very fast losing its credibility and dependability. The gap between

public expectation and the police performance is widening every day. The common

citizen fears the police and avoids taking its help, whereas criminals violate the

law of the land with impunity. The system which still functions in colonial mould

needs to be revamped, so as to make it more re-assuring, public friendly and effective

in dealing with the criminals and anti-social elements and to meet the requirement

of the new millennium.”

Yet, it is hardly recognized that police are overworked. Twelve or even 18-hour

shifts are common for police at the ground level. To add to it, there is a gross

deficiency in the police numbers. As of 1 January, 2011 there were 130 police

personnel for every 100,000 citizens. In states like Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, which

have traditionally had greater law and order issues, the ratio dips to about 65-75

police personnel per 100,000 citizens. Compare this with global norms - 220 as laid

down by the United Nations. (http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?relid=35999)

Police and the Government

Police force is vested with new and varied responsibilities. Many of these duties are

at variance with the traditional police functions. The force has not taken a stand

on what are police responsibilities. They have accepted each new duty, without a

sound of protest. People have added new responsibilities to the ground level police

personnel while forgetting that the public also share social responsibilities. As a

result, Police find themselves doing far more than they have the resources to

accomplish.

Failure of functions of any wing of the Government is getting loaded on to the

Police. Some illustrative examples from Andhra Pradesh include, ensuring the

availability of genuine and adequate seeds and fertilizers during the sowing season;

water in the canals during the watering time; the response mechanism during floods;

enquiry regarding fake students in college hostels; pollution caused by some industry;

household garbage causing tension in localities; unhygienic conditions or lack of

medicare in hospitals; conducting examinations by securing the question papers

and so on. There were also days when Government liquor was sold from police

stations in Telangana as Naxalites had given a call for its boycott.

Coupled with this overload is the budget constraint in police operation. Most states

do not give the matching grant for the funds released by the Centre for police

modernization.

Police and the legal system

The maintenance of law and order functions are the areas to which the police

devote most of their time. There is a lack of legal authority beset with the police to
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fulfil these obligations adequately. The legal system is reactive -responding after

the event. The order maintenance has to be proactive – prone to be on the borders

of illegality. Law enforcement calls for an immediate solution. Police solutions,

therefore, are often ‘creative’ and sometimes these solutions work on the ground.

When they do not, police face public opprobrium.

The Constitution was designed to protect the people from an overzealous

government, which includes protection from police abuse. Our courts, especially

at the appellate level, devote a significant portion of time and effort to police

supervision. There is an unstated assumption that the courts are responsible for

the maintenance of the Constitution and are, therefore, the primary control point

in the criminal justice system. However, it obscures the fact that it is the police

who have the most direct impact upon the implementation of the principles of the

Constitution.

The Criminal justice system in India is torn between the law enforcement agencies,

which approach the above question from outside- in and the judiciary, which sees

the above paradigm inside-out. National Security is a vast canvas that presupposes

several layers of State-Individual interactions.

There are many who believe that the present legal system is inadequate to meet

the challenges of a society where incidents of violence are increasing, considering

a recent international intelligence survey places India fourth on the terrorist hit

list.
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The quality and thoroughness of police investigations also affect how prosecutors

dispose them off. In this sense, the police directly influence the amount and quality

of evidence available for prosecution. The police investigation process also influences

the workload and activities of the court systems. The police investigation process

generate many of the legal issues that are raised and adjudicated in courts.

However, improvements in the productivity of a single element, such as an increase

in police case detection rates through the improved quality of investigation, will

increase the workload of other elements in the system. Increasing workloads without

bringing about reforms to handle the additional work may prove to be futile.

The inability of one component to take advantage of improvements in another

could have negative repercussions on new reform programmes and could also

decrease the confidence of the public in the value of investing more resources in a

system that yields counter productive results.

Police and the media

The police are, at once, both an adversary and defenders of free press. They are

adversaries when the press publishes what is perceived by the police as critical of

their actions. Simultaneously, they are defenders of the press by virtue of their

responsibility to protect the rights embodied in the Constitution. Unfortunately,

police adopt an adversarial relationship with the media without realizing that free

press is democracy’s greatest ally.

Challenges within the police department

Police leadership has also failed the public, to an extent, and the police personnel

in three major ways: inability to identify the police mission, improper training, and

inadequate codification of police procedures. Of all these, the two failures that

impact everything else are our failure to assess the quality of police performance

objectively and their inability to define the ethical paradigm.

Performance appraisal in the police

The National Police Commission in its Seventh Report recommends that the

performance appraisal system in the police should be broadly classified into two

areas, namely, a continuous appraisal which is correctional and developmental in

its impact and Annual Performance Appraisal Report which is for organisational

purposes in the matter of training, placements and promotions.

Continuous appraisal pre-supposes continuous feedback

Feedback serves motivational function to the employee and at the same time

provides managerial information to the organization. While on a job the employee
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has a right to know how he is being rated and what he should do to improve his

performance. A proper communication based on a rational feedback will enable

the police personnel to understand his job and aim at better performance by building

on his strengths. At the same time this process helps him to remove hidden

deficiencies.

Issue of ethics

Police personnel must have integrity. Unfortunately, a number of factors combine

to erode the integrity in the system. These factors impact on police self-image, not

to speak of its relationship with the public.

All available evidence indicates that corruption occurs because community

encourages it and the department allows it. Nothing destroys public confidence in

police faster than allegations of bribery and cover-up. Though policemen are part

of the prevalent society and norms, it is expected that the law enforcer has to

carry the burden of a superior standard of personal and professional behaviour. We

need to recollect that till Sir Robert Peel moulded the English police in the latter

world view, the English policeman did not enjoy the friendly image of the Bobby

which he later did.

What do we do? How to do it better?

The police, can improve the department‘s image without waiting for the external

environment to change. Here are some of the ideas in this direction.

In areas of public interface

Traffic enforcement

We live in a high-speed, mobile society now. Society depends on the police to

monitor and stabilize the constant flow of traffic. In other countries efficient mass

transportation systems reduce the police responsibility for traffic flow. In India the

police bear the burden without having any authority in the engineering aspect of

traffic management. To add to this, traffic policemen have only negative contacts

with the public. Few people enjoy being stopped by a police officer for a traffic

violation. Projecting a better image is possible by ensuring impartial, firm and

purposive traffic enforcement and education.

First responder service

The problem identification aspect of the police mission takes on a variety of forms.

The police are the only public service agency that routinely patrols the entire

geographic boundaries. They are more likely to observe potential problems as these

trouble spots develop. Since the officer is in a position to observe the malfunction
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of public utility services before the appropriate agency does so, police can interfere

proactively in bringing this to the notice of appropriate authorities.

Investigation and public support

The law enforcement mission is considered “real police work”. Despite the popular

perception influenced by popular detective fiction, police solve a crime when

someone tells them a crime has been committed and when someone tells them who

did it.   Few cases are solved through intense mental reasoning; most are solved

when witnesses come forward to testify.

Effective law enforcement is a product of citizen participation in the criminal justice

process. In spite of the emphasis placed on this function by both the officers and

the public, police are presently not very effective at law  enforcement, especially

as they fail to gain the respect and confidence of the public they serve. In our

context where most citizens exhibit - in the parlance of Game theory - the defecting

mode of behaviour (Raghunathan, 2006) this requires even greater skills of managing

public contact.

Recovery of stolen properties

There is perhaps no other activity of routine policing, which results in greater

violation of human rights and constitutional provisions than the efforts made by

the police to recover property. Perhaps, the one immediate step that would go a

long way in improving the police image would be an unequivocal statement by the

Department and educating the people that recovery of stolen property would not

be a major part of the police function, but only incidental to it.

Emergency services

Since it is impractical to have ambulances and fire-brigades patrolling the area for

rapid response to emergencies, the necessity exists for the police to fulfill the

function of delivery of emergency services. First aid has not been taken seriously

as a police function. The community’s need for a highly trained, rapid-response

emergency team justifies the existence of the police. Training policemen to enable

them to give high quality first aid and equipping police vehicles with the required

resources would go a long way in building positive public image.

Beats and patrols

Crime prevention has been a recognized police function since the formation of the

modern police. However, these formal crime prevention techniques have not been

utilized by the police. Police officers have believed that beats and police patrols

would act as a deterrent by providing the image of a constant police presence.

However, most police formations serve beats and patrols in a very casual and
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superficial manner. It is therefore necessary to keep dedicated police teams directly

under police control rooms for beats and patrols so that they are not ‘diverted’ for

more ‘urgent’ policing functions.

Improving investigation

Organisational changes are needed to develop more fully a problem solving approach

to criminal investigations. The process of supervision of investigation of crime also

needs to be redefined in order to bring about more accountability on the part of

supervising officer for all the decisions taken and instructions given in regard to

the final fate of the criminal case.

Handling of public grievances

By their very nature police come into conflict with the public. How the police

handle the conflict will determine, to a great extent, how the public perceive the

police. By setting up mechanisms in place to receive public grievances openly and

deal with them in a transparent manner enhances the police image.

Problem of civil disputes

A number of citizens who come to police stations with their grievance actually do

not come with a complaint which discloses commission of a cognizable offence.

Due to endemic delay in civil justice procedure, most of these citizens hesitate to

approach civil courts and look for speedy resolution to their disputes. They look to

police for providing this resolution and when they are told that the police has no

role to play in civil disputes they end up losing whatever little faith they have in

the police system. Police can take up pre-litigation counselling forum, as was

experienced in Vijayawada.

Burking of crime

Non registration of crime reported to the police has been a perpetual sore point for

the public. Free Registration of cases would eliminate this grievance though this

may at once reflects dramatic increase in crime rate.

Intra-organisational efforts

Counselling

The first assault on a new officer’s self-image is the indoctrination into the police

subculture. The new recruit is brainwashed into accepting the values of the

organization. To a great extent, self-image contributes to the individual’s integrity.

Cynicism eats away self-image and, ultimately, integrity. Because the self-image of

the police is tied to society’s image of the police organization, integrity among the

officers often rises and falls with the image of the force. This is squarely the
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responsibility of the police leadership at various levels. Periodic appraisal and

counseling is essential for the purpose. This was tried out in Andhra Pradesh in

2004, though, unfortunately, discontinued for inexplicable reasons.

Personnel management

Generally police supervisors take an authoritarian approach and believe they rule

by right. McGregor called them theory X managers. Theory Y managers, in contrast,

fall at the opposite end of the justice continuum. These managers believe in the

worth of people as individuals, and their philosophies are in harmony with the

principles embodied in the Constitution. In Andhra Pradesh, it required repeated

specific orders of the DGP for senior officers to offer a seat to their juniors. Even

after several years of these orders having been in force it is found that several

policemen hesitate to sit in the presence of senior police officers. A policing

subculture that so de-humanises its cutting edge staff, can hardly expect the same

staff to behave differently with the public that it comes in contact with.

Training

To mould people into good police officers, training plays a vital role. To excel at

anything requires hours of training. Training, education, and practice are the tools

used to transform good people into good employees.

Conclusion

It Is generally the officers at the lower end of the spectrum who get the job done.

Those at the upper end act as cheerleaders and spectators. Anything we can do to

make the job easier for the junior officers, and make them feel better about

themselves and the department should be done. Things that detract from their

effectiveness should be eliminated. Anything that causes them to lose self-esteem

or respect for the department should be changed.
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Respected Chairman and Members of the Court of Governors of ASCI, Director General

Dr. S. K. Rao, distinguished invitees, ladies and gentlemen.

Introduction

I am grateful to the Chairman and members of the Court of Governors of ASCI for

the honour that they have bestowed on me by inviting me to deliver the 2013 ASCI

Foundation Day lecture.

I have taught at Banaras University for nearly 20 years. I have also had the privilege

of lecturing at several fora. Yet I stand before you in considerable trepidation on

this occasion for more than one reason. I feel overawed by the stature of those who

had delivered this ASCI flagship lecture in the previous years. Further the Court of

Governors of ASCI is populated by highly distinguished members.

Soon after I received the letter of invitation from Dr S K Rao, I started thinking

about the topic. It would have been less challenging for me to speak on Science and

Technology or Higher Science Education in India. However, I have covered this ground

to a large extent in the Nayudamma Memorial Lecture, which I had the privilege of

delivering here at ASCI in the year 2002. I had therefore to choose a different

topic, which hopefully should be something interesting to you. This is the rationale

behind my choosing the following title for this evening: Early history of four

inventions that have changed the world: Some perspectives on India

I do not intend to make this presentation highly technical. Please therefore note

the two words, early history, which will be the theme. My purpose is to talk to you

about the backdrop to the four inventions listed in the outline. The four may seem

to suggest a mixed bag, an assortment of inventions not related to each other. I
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propose to show to you that there are indeed commonalities in the messages that

the birth of these four inventions conveys. We will also see in the way subsequent

developments occurred that science is not neutral, science has an impact on world

affairs. With respect to the four related fields, I shall point out to you where India

stands. I shall towards the end make a couple of observations pertaining to India.

Making steel

Making steel may sound like digging into antiquity. Why then have I chosen it? I

chose steel-making primarily because it was one of the earliest, accidental, yet

momentous inventions in the history of technology.

Iron is a wondrous metal. It is one of the most abundant elements in the earth’s

crust. Its ore reserves are plentiful and are relatively easily processed. It is not

surprising therefore that the world produced in 2012 a humongous quantity of crude

steel amounting to over 1.5 billion tonnes. Iron possesses several desirable properties

unmatched by any other metal. Iron can be strengthened by alloying, working as

well as heat treating whereby the strength of pure iron can be increased by over

400,000 times. Remember that a freshly drawn glass fibre, which is known to be

one of the strongest materials, breaks instantly the moment a notch is engraved in

it. Not steel! Even at ultra high strength levels, it is formable into a variety of

shapes rendering steel so universally usable. Wherever we see around us we see

steel products, but we generally take them for granted. Steel is also a workhorse

material in high technology systems1, battle tanks, ocean going vessels, motor cars

and other means of transportation to name just a few.

The first President of the French Republic, Napoleon III - the nephew and heir of

the celebrated Napoleon Bonaparte - wanted quality steel for his armaments. He

asked for them when he met a British engineer, Henry Bessemer, around 1850. This

request triggered Bessemer’s innovative brain. Soon thereafter, in the course of his

experiments on iron making, Bessemer hit upon the brilliant idea of blowing cold

air through hot pig iron melt. Many thought that he was a fool in making this

dangerous attempt. However, the idea worked. The temperature of the melt kept

on increasing without any external heating. This happened because oxygen in the

air oxidised the impurities in an exothermic reaction and eliminated them. Carbon

was also oxidised whereby carbon and iron achieved the right balance, which in

turn resulted in quality steel. It is interesting to note that Henry Bessemer was not

even a metallurgist, let alone a process metallurgist. He was an engineer and

inherently an inventor. He was not immersed in the traditional practices of making

iron. Bessemer’s process, although an accidental invention, had the single greatest

impact on the subsequent phenomenal growth of the steel industry.

At this stage allow me to mention yet one more outstanding property of steel,

namely its weldability. The reason why I highlight this characteristic of steel is
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because it is connected to one of the greatest engineering innovations. In an

interesting compilation of 100 all-time greats in history by Michael Hart, an American

author (Citadel, 2000), the one and only engineer to figure is Henry Ford. Ford

conceived the hugely successful idea of assembly line manufacturing for mass

production of cars at relatively low cost. Steel’s amenability to spot-welding provided

a critical key to the success of assembly line manufacture. Those who may have

visited a car-manufacturing plant would have seen a large number of giant robots

carrying out spot-welding operations.

One more reason, no less important though, for choosing steel. It is a material that

signified power and wealth.2 Henry Bessemer met and partnered with the enter-

prising Andrew Carnegie, an American, who was neither an engineer nor an inven-

tor, but who had the acumen to make the right investments. To cut a long story

short, with Bessemer’s help, Carnegie built a steel empire which was worth over 2

per cent GDP of USA in 1901. He became one of the world’s wealthiest. In India,

Jamshedji Tata founded India’s pioneering steel plant in 1907. It is noteworthy that

Carnegie and Tata were both men of steel (pun intended) who used iron to develop

the industrial power of their respective nations. Incidentally both Carnegie and

Jamshedji Tata gave away substantial portion of their wealth to charities. Note

also, in this context, that legendary Vladimir Lenin had devised a three-pronged

strategy for rebuilding Soviet Union: steel, electricity and education.

Finally, let me bring to your attention the fact that the great founder of Banaras

Hindu University, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, built various schools around brilliant

individuals. N P Gandhi was one such, gifted to him by Mahatma Gandhi. N P Gandhi

set up the Department of Geology, Mining and Metallurgy at BHU in the year 1923,

ahead of world famous universities like Cambridge and Oxford. India’s first Prime
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Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, engaged in nation building, launched Five-Year Plans

for the development of the country. In the very first Five-Year Plan, Nehru made

bold to include three integrated steel plants. These were located at Rourkela,

Bhilai and Durgapur, each with a production capacity of one million tonnes of steel.

Steel thus formed part of Nehru’s scheme of projects, as he laid the foundations of

modern industrial India. Where did the metallurgical engineers for these giant mills

come from? From BHU!, thanks to Malaviya and NP Gandhi.

Splitting the atom

The first half of the 20th century can be justifiably regarded as the era of nuclear

sciences. The following story demonstrates that science precedes and underlies

technology.

It is amazing that Albert Einstein, at an young age of 26 in the year 1905, derived

his celebrated formula E=mc2, where c stands for the speed of light (186,000 miles

per second). The formula signified equating mass (m) and energy (E) quantitatively.

Einstein derived this formula, years before the discovery of nucleus or the neutron

or the nuclear fission. When a neutron strikes the target atom, it is absorbed by the

atom. Consequently, the atom becomes unstable, splits yielding two fission products

and three more neutrons. These neutrons in turn can carry out further atom splitting.

The small difference in the sum of the masses of the fission products and the mass

of the target nucleus appears as colossal energy, exactly as predicted by Einstein.

The three neutrons resulting from the fission reaction can cause a run-away chain

reaction. This is what happens in an atomic weapon. The nuclear weapon states
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(NWS) have in their possession thousands of nuclear warheads. However, the chain

reaction can be controlled in a nuclear reactor which can be profitably used to

produce electricity. Today, about 440 nuclear power reactors are in operation in

the world. They are contributing to about 14 per cent of world’s electricity

generation.

The much talked about Manhattan Project was taken up by America in dark

circumstances. The project aimed at making atomic weapons. The US government

invested two billion dollars in this project in 1942, which today is equivalent to

about 50 billion dollars (in current Rupees amounting to Rs. three lakh crore). As

many as 130,000 worked under a phenomenal leader, Robert Oppenheimer, a Berkeley

university physicist. Oppenheimer brought together a fantastic group of scientists

from different European countries and America. Seven of them were Nobel laureates.

The Manhattan project is thus a quintessential example of a grand synthesis of

knowledge, investment, manpower and magnificent leadership. Cyril Stanley Smith,

a brilliant metallurgist, was spotted and inducted by Oppenheimer. Smith’s

knowledge was crucial in making shapes out of brittle plutonium.

The outcome of the Manhattan project is the nuclear device, which was tested in

the Trinity* Island in July 1945. Robert Oppenheimer was transfixed with fright at

the power of the explosion. He exclaimed words from Bhagavad-Gita!

-If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst into the sky, that would be like

the splendour of the Mighty one…. (Chapter 11, verse 12)

-I am become Death, the Destroyer of Worlds (Chapter 11, Verse 32)

The world has not been the same thereafter.

On the positive side, the Manhattan project galvanized multiple peace initiatives.

One such is the Bertrand Russell-Albert Einstein manifesto, which Einstein signed

two days prior to his death. The following statement in the manifesto is noteworthy:

in the tragic situation which confronts humanity …….perils have arisen………

we are speaking on this occasion not as members of this or that nation……. but as

human beings…….whose continued existence is in doubt.

Following this manifesto, Joseph Rotblat (a biophysicist) and Bertrand Russell

(mathematician and philosopher) founded the Pugwash Movement, a series of

conferences on science and world affairs.

* Trinity is a code name
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Rotblat, who received the Nobel Prize for peace in 1995, said the following:

Precepts such as science is neutral, has nothing to do with politics…….are remnants

of the ivory tower mentality, which was finally demolished by the Hiroshima bomb.

Several other developments followed as well. A few notable examples are the

following: Atoms for peace conferences, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),

Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT), and Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

Where does India stand in the field of nuclear energy? The organization chart of

India’s Department of Atomic Energy points to the fact that the nuclear energy

programme of the country is supported by many institutions (see DAE brochure).

No other energy source in India is supported by these many institutions or this kind

of quality personnel. Thanks to Bhabha’s grand vision, the Trombay Campus of DAE

houses one kilometre splendid stretch of modular laboratories of the Bhabha Atomic

Research Centre, which is designed to provide the science base for the nuclear

programme. There are 21 nuclear power plants in different parts of India (included

is the newly energised Kudankulam plant) which together can generate 5780 MWe

of electricity. Six more reactors are under construction and 44 new reactors have

been proposed. A major challenge that India faces, which is known to everyone, is

the kind of protests that we have recently witnessed at Kudankulam. It has,

therefore, become imperative that the DAE expands hugely convincing public

awareness programmes.

Nuclear fusion promises to be the way to new energy. It is creditable that India has

joined the International Thermo Nuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) programme,

which is under construction in France. Seven countries, including India, are

participating. The others are the following: EU (45% of cost), China, Japan, Korea,

Russia and the USA, each contributing 9 per cent of the cost like India. India joining

(ITER) means an opportunity to leapfrog domestic research by about twenty years.

The message of the story of ITER is that no single country hereafter would be in a

position to afford either the financial resources or the manpower resources to

pursue mammoth projects of the size of ITER.

Discovering the structure of DNA

Sixty years ago, five extraordinarily creative scientists got involved in one of the

most stomach-wrenching dramas of scientific competition of the 20th century. The

five personalities in this exciting play are the following: James Watson, Francis

Crick, at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge University; Maurice Wilkins and

Rosalind Franklin at Kings College, London; and Linus Pauling at the remote California

Institute of Technology, USA.3 James Watson, biologist, was a dreamer. Aged 22, a
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fresh Ph.D. from the USA, he travelled to the University of Cambridge, England,

since the Cavendish laboratory had been acclaimed as a world leading centre of

interdisciplinary research in the use of X-ray diffraction, admittedly a physics

technique, to solve the structure of biological molecules. Watson, who was dreaming

about the genes, had the wisdom that he had to learn X-ray crystallography in

order to solve the structure of DNA. He applied for transfer of his research fellowship,

which he had in America. Alas!, his application was rejected because, in the view

of the granting committee, he knew nothing of crystallography. Though frustrated,

Watson was not deterred by denial of the fellowship. Good fortune came his way as

he met and befriended Francis Crick, a physicist interested in biology. Crick was

well-versed in theory and was capable of calculating diffraction patterns generated

by complex molecules. Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind Franklin at King’s College,

London, were expert experimentalists. They had succeeded in taking out X-ray

diffraction patterns of crystalline DNA molecule. In a sense, therefore, they had

the lead in regard to the DNA molecule.

Around the same time Linus Pauling, at Caltech, USA, had earned fame as the

greatest American chemist (NL 1954). He was an intuitive builder of models of

structures of biological molecules in a way that they satisfied stereo-chemical

principles. Pauling had since arrived at the structure of a biological molecule, the

polypeptide chain, based on his alpha helix model. He was in the race for discovering

the structure of the DNA molecule.

Rosalind Franklin, who had captured the X-ray diffraction pattern, was not sure of

a helical structure for the DNA molecule.3 Here is where James Watson’s brilliant

brain wave kicked in. He decided on following in the footsteps of Linus Pauling,

which was to think of and build models which satisfied stereo-chemical principles.

To quickly come to the point, Francis Crick and James Watson envisioned and built

what is now universally acknowledged as the structure of DNA - the double helix.

An interesting episode in this drama is the manner in which Watson and Crick got

access to Rosalind’s X-ray picture. Max Perutz, another leading scientist at the

Cavendish Laboratory, happened to be on a committee to decide on approving a

proposal submitted for funding by Wilkins and Rosalind. As part of their proposal

they had furnished the DNA X-ray picture. Knowing that James Watson and Francis

Crick were engaged in solving the structure of the DNA, Perutz, in a way innocently,

gave them Rosalind’s X-ray picture. Francis Crick calculated and was clear that

their double helix model was corroborated by the X-ray diffraction pattern. Watson

and Crick published a paper in Nature4 , regarded as a historic classic. In this paper

they suggested the now famous double helix (see figure below) but made no

reference to the X-ray picture. The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to James Watson,

Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins in the year 1962. The X-ray picture was published

subsequently by Wilkins, Stokes and Rosalind.
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Notably, in the same year two other scientists John Kendrew and Max Perutz of the

Cavendish Laboratory were awarded the coveted Nobel Prize. While the first three

were awarded the prize for Physiology or Medicine, the latter two won the Prize in

Chemistry. Think of it, five scientists from one country winning Nobel prizes in the

same year! One does not require to say more to describe the charged research

ambience at the Cavendish, which stimulated great minds to achieve path-breaking

discoveries. Sadly, by the time the award was announced, Rosalind had lost her life

to cancer. The most incisive chemist, Linus Pauling, lost the DNA race, although he

had the lead to start with in terms of his discovery of the alpha-helix.

The success of Watson and Crick was followed by several discoveries in microbiology.

Notably, the pioneering work on DNA sequencing, done again at the Cavendish

Laboratory, by Frederick Sanger, which too won him a Nobel Prize. This led in due

course to launching of the colossal international Human Genome Technology Project

to record one whole human DNA sequence, just 50 years after the discovery of

Watson and Crick, in 2003. Rightly, James Watson was the first director of the

project.

One can see some similarities between the Human Genome Project and the

Manhattan Project, both of which followed path-breaking ideas of great minds, and

were hugely funded by the governments. In the case of the Human Genome Project,

like in case of the ITER, seven countries were involved - China, France, Germany,

Japan, Spain, the UK, and the USA. However, India did not join the Project, the

reasons for which are difficult to fathom. International participation in major

projects has become necessary because their huge cost could be shared among the

participating countries. Moreover, multi-country projects provide an extraordinary

opportunity to share knowledge and experience of experts from diverse backgrounds.
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India has done well in biological research as well as in biotechnology. Nearly twenty-

five university centres and twenty-five research institutions are involved in advanced

biological research. India’s rank, in terms of journal publications, hovers between

15 and 20, among 150 countries. The cumulative turnover of India’s biotechnology

companies is currently $4 billion, which is expected to cross $100 billion by 2025.

Moreover, India is developing as a global hub for manufacturing vaccines.

Despite the impressive strides that India had accomplished, not so happy a situation

is the fact that the distribution of research centres as well as commercial entities

in the country is uneven. While five states, namely Andhra Pradesh, Delhi (including

Noida), Karnataka, Maharashtra, and Tamil Nadu are prospering, five other states

are drawing a blank in this highly lucrative field. Yet, these two groups represent

the same proportion of the country’s population as the five prospering States.

We are also facing other problems. In particular, two disturbing features, which are

hampering India’s efforts, are the following:

1. India was developing as a destination for clinical trials, because of world-class

facilities and well-trained personnel. The cost of conducting clinical trials is

also significantly lower in India. However, India’s regulatory regime is acting

as a dampener.

2. The other, dampening feature is activism against genetically modified (GM)

crops, which has led to the Supreme Court’s decision to ban them ( IISc

biochemist Dr G. Padmanabhan’s essay in The Hindu, OP-Ed, September 2,

2013).

It is sad to note that while our country is inherently capable of gaining glory in the

internationally competitive field of bio-sciences, we are being slowed down by the

above negatives. Such negative trends are becoming increasingly difficult to counter.

There is similarity between public activism against nuclear power plants and that

against GM Crops. The message therefore is clear: it has become essential to educate

and convince the public at large about the importance of these advanced fields for

the growth of India with positive consequences to the society at large.

Connecting societies globally (Internet)

The Internet has succeeded in connecting communities and individuals through-out

the globe. To quote from the British Royal Academy of Engineering, “today 1/3 of

the world’s 7 billion population use the internet. It is estimated that the Internet

carries 330,000 million (330x1015) bytes per year – enough to transfer every character

ever written in every book ever published, twenty times over”!!

Where did it all start? Who were the people initially responsible for setting off this

communication revolution? What motivated them? The early history of the Internet
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points to two men: Paul Baran, who was working with Rand Corporation in the USA

and Donald Davies who was working at the National Physical Laboratory in London,

UK.5

In the early 1960s, America was caught up in a cold war with the USSR. Both countries,

the US and the USSR, were building awesome nuclear ballistic missile systems. Of

prime importance was to ensure that America’s retaliatory capability was not

jeopardised in the event of an attack by the enemy. At that time, long distance

communication networks were extremely vulnerable. These communication systems

depended upon centralised networks, which broke down even if a single node is

knocked out. Rand Corporation, as an organisation, and Paul Baran, as an individual,

decided to ensure survivability of America’s communication networks. Thus

motivated, Baran conceptualised distributed networks6, which would continue to

function even if a few nodes are knocked out. To operationalise this concept, Baran

thought of a technique known as message switching. The message switching strategy

draws upon the postal system in which each message, labelled with its origin and

its destination, is passed from node to node through the network until it reaches

its final destination. Each successive node uses the address information to decide

on the next step of the route.

Across the Atlantic, in the UK, the inspiration for Donald Davies came from an

altogether different source. In the early 1960s, the UK was passing through a period

of economic slump. Political leaders were concerned that the country was falling

behind the other industrial powers in the exploitation of new technologies. Harold

Wilson, in a stirring speech to his Labour Party’s annual conference5, highlighted

the then ongoing scientific and technological revolution and presented his vision

of a new UK forged in the white heat of this revolution. The statement forged in

the white heat became sensational and impacted thoughtful scientists and engineers

in the UK.

In response to his PM’s call, Donald Davies conceptualised interactive computing as

a means of helping his country’s economy. Interactive computing among the various

British groups required a new messaging technique and Davies came up with the

idea of what he called packet switching. Packet switching5 was not very different

from Baran’s message switching technique. Both these concepts were separately

presented at various meetings and conferences by Donald Davies and Paul Baran.

Their concepts were well received. It then became necessary to build a large enough

network to demonstrate the efficacy and the efficiency of these newly devised

techniques for communicating messages. However, neither Davies in the UK, nor

Baran at the Rand Corporation, could muster the required funding.

Lawrence Roberts, a Computer Scientist and a gifted manager, having come to

know of the communication techniques proposed by Davies and Baran, decided to
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use their concepts of packet switching in a major network called, ARPA network.

He received substantial funds for his project from DARPA. (Once again, the financial

power of the USA, and its readiness to invest, comes into the picture). Indeed, the

ARPA network proved a success in ensuring the robustness of the communication

system. The ARPA net can be rightly regarded as the precursor to the Internet.

Packet switching transfers information in the form of data packets, which are routed

across various paths of the network to reach the desired end point where they are

reassembled. Each packet is sent with a header address such that it knows where

to go. Further, the header contains information on details such as how many packets

should be arriving and their correct sequence to facilitate reassembly.

A global network, which we refer to as the Internet, required several other solutions

to be engineered and these followed the successful ARPA project. Although there

have been many contributors, let me mention five of them, who were the first

winners of the one million Pounds Sterling Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering in

2013. Three of them, namely Robert Kahn, Louis Pouzin and Vinton Cerf made

critical contribution to the communication protocols that together make up the

fundamental architecture of the internet. Tim Berners-Lee created the hyper text

transfer protocol http//www, the worldwide web which vastly extended the use of

the internet.
7 The fifth was Marc Andreessen, who wrote the mosaic browser that

made the www accessible to everyone and triggered a huge number of applications.

In the words of the Queen Elizabeth Prize citation, internet is an engineering

achievement that has changed the direction of the world.

Let us now summarize where India stands in the computer services industry. It is

recognised that the software companies, among whom are the big four, TCS, Infosys,

Wipro and now Cognizant, have contributed substantially to the economic well-

being of our country. Nearly 6,550 information technology (including BPO etc)
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companies are operating today. The number of people employed by them is nearly

three million. The aggregate revenues of these companies exceeded $100 billion in

2012. India’s market share in global off-shoring work stands at 36 per cent.

However, what is not a happy situation is that neither the IT business nor the number

of people employed in them is distributed uniformly in the country. Five States

namely, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra, New Delhi and Tamil Nadu, account

for over 85 per cent of the 900 big and medium sized IT companies. On the other

hand, nearly 12 States have no IT companies worth mentioning. These twelve states

are the following: Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, HP, J&K, Jharkhand, Manipur,

Meghalaya, Nagaland, Punjab, Tripura, Uttarakhand.

The distribution of engineering colleges as well as those colleges producing BCA

and MCA graduates is also grossly uneven in the country. The group of five States

which are prospering in the IT area, i.e., AP, New Delhi, Karnataka, Maharashtra

and Tamil Nadu, account for more than 60 per cent of institutions of higher

engineering education. It is this highly skewed distribution of teaching institutions

that explains the uneven distribution of the computer services industry among the

States of India.

Does the history of the four inventions convey similar messages?

Let us now take stock of the four inventions discussed above. We will examine

whether there are commonalities in the messages that the birth of the four pioneering

inventions conveys. Bessemer’s invention was a process which came to be invented

because Napolian III wanted quality steel for his armaments. Einstein’s discovery

was an equation - a product of pure thought, entertained by the most brilliant

scientific mind of the 20th century. The discovery of James Watson and Francis Crick

was a structure of a molecule which came about largely due to Watson’s scientific

ambition. What Paul Baran and Davies unearthed was a technique. In Baran’s case,

it was in response to the cold war situation between the US and the USSR. On the

other hand, Davies was motivated by the British Prime Minister’s call for advancing

the British economy through the tool of technology. What then can be common

among the four ideas, which seemingly are so disparate? Indeed, the following

commonalities can be discerned.

1. None of the four cutting edge scientific ideas required big capital, nor big

government

2. They were the product of brilliant minds, which eventually resulted in new

paradigms for living

3. Their subsequent development demonstrated the following two way cycle:

science �� technology �� economic development/societal benefits. It is

also to be noted that technology requires major investment for it to be

developed in a way that renders it applicable.
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It is interesting to note that the end products of the four inventions impacted the

humankind positively or negatively depending upon who used them.

Bessemer’s invention provided the momentum for the growth of the steel industry

worldwide. Steel was also used for making armaments for the militaries. Einstein’s

discovery eventually led to nuclear energy, which could be used for generating

electricity, or to destroy the world. The discovery of the structure of DNA molecule

created the discipline of microbiology, the end products of which were a host of

bio-products for the societal well being. Yet, biology also can be used for biological

weapons of mass destruction. Internet has brought about a revolution in the world

communication system; internet can also be used to conduct cyber warfare or

cause web crime (see Time. Nov 11, 2013). We may recall the Buddhist proverb

which says the following: To everyman is given the key to the gates of heaven; the

same key opens to the gate’s of hell.

International treaties like the NPT and CTBT and international organzations, such

as the IAEA followed the use of the atomic weapons. Chemical Weapons Convention,

awarded the Nobel Peace prize last year, 2013, was a consequence of the threat of

the chemical and biological weapons. These developments underscore Rotblat’s

statement that science impacts world affairs.

What about India?

Science and Technology (S&T) in India have had generous support from the

government ever since our country became independence. India’s first Prime Minister,

Jawaharlal Nehru had unflinching faith in S&T as the most effective tool for nation

building. Consequently, S&T got as much funding as the government could afford.

In due course, several mission agencies were created and supported. As a result,

India has done quite well, particularly in strategic areas. It is commendable that

the country has demonstrated capability in a number of hitech fields. The following

deserve to be highlighted: indigenously designed 700 + Mwe pressurised heavy water

reactors (PHWRs), INSAT system for TV access to more than 80% of population,

Chandrayan and Mangalayan programmes, IRS system for management of national

natural resources, long range guided missiles and power plant equipment. However,

in an overall sense, the picture of India’s S&T accomplishments is like the curate’s

egg, partly good and partly not so good. While the achievements mentioned in the

forgoing are impressive, India’s rank in terms of what is referred to as the technology

base index (tbi)* is quite low, even lower than that of emerging small nations, such

as South Korea.

* TBI is measured in terms human skills electricity generation, exports of R&D intensive

products and innovation capability as reflected in the number of international patents and

royalties earned from entities overseas.
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How can we bring about an improvement in this situation? A simple answer to this

question can be inferred from a plot (see figure below) of GDP per capita versus

innovation capability index (Source: UN World Investment Report, 2005). Innovation

Capability Index is a composite of two indices, namely human capital index* and

technology capital index**. From this graph the goal to be achieved is clear. India

should follow such a trajectory for its technological and economic growth which

will enable it to move up to the highest possible level in this plot. The table in this

figure presents what industry invests in R&D, in-house as well as externally in

universities and national laboratories. A comparison of the data for India with those

for the USA and China shows that total investments in R&D as well as industry’s

share are way above the corresponding India numbers. However, recent indications

are that industries are beginning to enhance significantly their R&D investment.

Government should do all it can to encourage this trend.

Where does India’s comparative advantage lie? Undoubtedly it is in its human capital.

The numbers in the table below shows that if we increase the strength of the

creative workforce, for example, by increasing the number of full time researchers

by a factor of 5 to 6, we will not be far behind the prosperity of the USA. Bridging

the gap in terms of knowledge infrastructure (i.e., the number of highly educated

and those skilled in advanced research and in innovation) between India and the US

should be indeed taken up on a mission mode, just as we have done in the areas of

atomic energy, space and defence R&D. With the prospect of as much as 25 per

* Human Capital Index is a function literacy rate as % of population (wt. 1) + secondary

School enrolment (wt. 2) + tertiary enrolment as % age group (wt. 3)

** Technology Capital Index consists of {R&D personnel pmp + US patents pmp + scientific

publications pmp} / 3
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cent of the world’s graduate schools getting occupied by our country’s young, we

do not have to look elsewhere for India to realise its superpower ambition. Let me

recall what Milton Friedman, (Nobel laureate 1976), who was a consultant to India’s

Ministry of Finance stated in his 1955 report: The great untapped resource of

technical and scientific knowledge available to India for the taking is the economic

equivalent of the untapped continent available to the United States 150 years

ago. India has only partially realised the potential of its extraordinary human asset.

However, there is more to the US’s inherent capabilities, which is embedded in

America’s stress on individualism, reflected in their declaration of Independence.

This declaration calls for preservation of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness is

the secret behind the country’s phenomenal success as the world’s hub of innovation.

The Constitution of India too grants to its citizens liberty of thought, expression

.... Perhaps the only country, other than the US, which allows its citizens unbridled

freedom, is India

The answer to the question: Why then, though free and capable, we are not achieving

like the US is an important one to ponder.

Concluding remarks

In conclusion, let us ask, what in essence, is India? My answer is beautiful minds,

(borrowing from Sylvia Nasar’s A Beautiful Mind: On the life and works of John

Nash. (Simon and Schuster, 2011), John Forbes Nash is a Nobel laureate (1994) and

a mathematical genius).

Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore is an excellent example of India’s beautiful minds.

Let me therefore end this talk by bringing to your attention what Gurudev
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Rabindranath Tagore wrote in 1937 in his Biswa-Parichay. Gurudev Tagore was a

great poet, artist, playwright and a philosopher, but not a scientist, though interested

in matters of science. He says the following astonishing words: ….the fact that an

atom is disintegrable has prompted scientists to devise machines that can

penetrate inside the atom…. These machines send radiation deep inside the

atom to probe its internal structure. In the words of a respected physicists

Professor Sushanth Dattagupta, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva is indeed

a successor to the machines that Tagore had alluded to, in Biswa-Parichay….LHC

detected in 2012 signatures confirming the existence of a hidden Higgs Boson, the

so called God particle, which is thought to provide the binding between the sub-

atomic particles. (Viswa Bharati University has composed a riveting dance-drama

under the leadership of their Vice-Chancellor Professor Sushantha Duttagupta)

The Noble Prize in Physics 2013 was awarded jointly to Francois Englert and Peter

W. Higgs for contributing ‘to our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic

particles recently confirmed in experiments at CERN’.

Gurudev Tagore’s intellectual outpouring demonstrates that ‘all branches of

knowledge are unified at a deeper level of understanding’. The world applauded

India’s Gurudev Tagore. When and how will India earn its spurs?
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“Management Essentials – A Recipe for Business Success. ARINDAM BANERJEE.

New Delhi: Sage Publications. 2013; xxiv + 141 pages; Rs. 295 (paper)

Oft cited Peter Drucker quote “purpose of business is to create and keep a

customer” is the sheet anchor of this volume on management with a strong

marketing focus.  The book uses the metaphor of cooking a recipe for succeeding

in business.  The author believes that marketing is a science. If the right

information is gathered and analyzed using right frameworks for decisions, it

would be effective and thereby ensure business success.  The book is based on a

framework developed by the author, which he calls the ATM framework.

ATM stands for Anticipation, Transformation and Money. Accurate anticipation of

the future by the vision of the leaders of an organization differentiates the

successful organizations from the average performers. The author uses examples

of Dhirubhai Ambani of Reliance, Narayana Murthy of Infosys and Steve Jobs of

Apple. Timely transformation with the fast changing environment is the second

pillar of this framework. The author uses the example of Coca Cola which

introduced ‘New Coke” and retracted it quickly when it sensed that the market

had not accepted the change in formula. The third pillar refers to the money

matters. Strength in finance is essential for a change to be implemented. At the

same time ‘complacency’ bred by financial success is detrimental to long term

success.

Going by the title of the book, readers would be disappointed, if they were

expecting an “MBA-in-a-box” kind of a textbook. The title could be described as

a long academic essay converted into a book. In order, perhaps, to achieve the

required size, the author has added certain appendices on very diverse topics

under the chapter - Some stray thoughts on effective management practice.

The book also has an appendix - Effective retail promotion management - which

has, at best, a loose link to the main focus.  All the same, the first section of the

book can be seen as a well thought out academic essay and is worth-reading.
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� BITS of Success. HARSH BHARGAVA, KINNERA MURTHY and ANU KHENDRY.

Hyderabad, Universities Press, 2014; 193 pages; (hard).

• Business and Human Rights. MANOJ KUMAR SINHA. New Delhi: Sage

Publications. 2013; 401 pages; Rs. 995 (hard).

• Decent Work: Insights from India’s IT Industry. NAUSHEEN NIZAMI and

NARAYAN PRASAD. New Delhi: Sage Publications.  2013; 278 pages; Rs. 795

(hard).

• Financial Terms Simplified. GAUTAM MAJUMDAR. New Delhi. Sage Response.

2013; 314 pages; Rs. 395 (paper).

• Organization Development: The Process of Leading Organisation Change.

DONALD L. ANDERSON.  Sage South Asia Edition. 2nd Edition 2013; 377 pages;

Rs. 595 (paper).

• Understanding Journalism. LYNETTE SHERIDAN BURNS. New Delhi. Sage

South Asia edition. 2nd Edition 2013; 177 pages; Rs. 350 (paper).
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